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Problems

of Foreign

Poli

By JAMES S. ALLEN

\
I

Trrs cnrsrs or AlrenrcaN foreign policy has been maturing for some time.
It has now been placed in sharp
relief by two dramatic developments.
The opening of outer space frontiers by the sputniks has revealed
to the man in the street in a single
illuminating flash the remarkable
scientific and technological progress
of the Soviet Union. - Perhaps- not
as generally understood, but nonethele-r,r-pf great significance, is the repudiation of the Eisenhower Doctrine by the Arab countries of the
Middle East and the consequent defeat of the State Department's effort to overthrow the neutralist and
-11'*pp.tirlist government of Syria.

that had placed the first earth satellite in orbit. Everyone is accustomed to think of the United States
as the classic land of technique and
know-how, as the unrivaled leader
of the world in industry and skill.
This has been true enough. But we
now learn that the Soviet Union
is on a plane with us in these matters. Considering other recent

achievements as well-in nuclear energy, jet propulsion, automation and
other fields-as regards science and

its

awoke to the fact that "backward"
and "uncultured" America, barely

out of its

teens, was outstripping
them industrially. But besides this,
as is now almost universally recognized, the Soviet Union is also
far ahead in the entire field of edu-

long-range challenge of socialism
capitalism, in terms of funda.
mental social and scientific achievements. There would not have been

to

cation.

an admixture of such amazement
and shock if it were the United
States instead of the Soviet Union
October

The impact of the sputniks is all

because of the rather
widespread expectations in the West
that economic and political troubles
were leading to an inner Soviet col-

the greater

micle is based upoo a Report, givm
24, 1957, for the Foreign Affairs Com-

mittee te thc National Exeotive Comitrce,
CPUSA;

lapse. The crash

it was approved uaaninously.-EL

r9

I
I

Union

akin to what the British felt, at the

DULLES POLICY

Trt"

the Soviet

turn of the century, when th.y

SPUTMK AND THE

The first development oversha&
ows all else because it embodies the

application,

can match anything we can do, and
in some cases surpass us. As a nation,
we are now experiencing something

of this

illusion,
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which was nurtured by the Dulles
policy.of "liberation," was well expressed by Drew Middleton, writitg ft"m London on the eve of the
Macmillan - Eisenhower meeting,
when he said:
The central fact before the president
and the Prime Minister is that the Soviet Union,_ far from crumbling within
{or_political or economic reaslons, has

broken across the frontiers of mankind's scientific and technical knowlqdge into a new field. (N. y. Times,

Oct. zo).

However, the political implications of Sputnik go much fuither,
placing very sharply in question the
entire Dulles line of foreign policy,
especially its strategic core, the "positions of strength" thesis. The latest version of this is given by Dulles
in an article in the October Foreign
Affairs. In it, he reiterares the essentials of his "anti-Communist"
doctrine and with his usual Colonel Blimpish blindness insists that
as regards the Soviet lJnion "basic
doctrines preclude its changing of

its own accord.

Self-advertised
changes must be consideied as mere

With the obvious implications that changes in the Soviet Union can be imposed only
from the outside, Dulles proceeds to
amend his well-known big power
policy-reliance upon "positions of
strength," secured by "anti-Commustrategems."

nist"

alliances.

His

strategic formula, as now
is to prepare for "limited

amended,

of retaliation.,' Th.'change, ii ,u.h it ir,
ponsists in the eilplirri, upon
,,limited
war backed by the

arsenal

war.,, Such i *"r, ,r^ h.,
explains it, would .-ptoy atomic ar*

tiliery anj oth., ,,t".ti.rl" nuclear.
weapons from bases around the entire periphery of the Socialist world.

These arms are supposed to contain.

any attack by conventional arms.
(I do not know why he assumes

that the Soviet Union does'not have
"tactical" nuclear weapons as good
as ours.) Being thus repulsed, the
Soviet Union would face ccrtain
defeat, unless it were to initiate an
"unlimited" nuclear war, to which
the "West" would reply in kinrl.
Then, according to him, the burdcn
of starting the unlimited nuclcrr
war would rest on the Soviet Union.
This is his theory in a nutshcllschematic, narrowly military, and oblivious to both the political and technical realities. It ii more concfi - 1' ?
with resting the blame for nucle,ir I
war upon the Soviet Union thnn
with preventing such a war" It is
nothing less than war doctrine, and
it has shocked the world.
The immediate impact of rputrrik
on this thesis derives from iU military implications. Only an intercontinental rocket, capable of carrying
a huge war head, could lurve
Iaunched the earth satellite. Sputnik
emphasizcs the fact that the Sovict
Union may be approaching thc arca
of long-range "push-buttott" wcr
technique.

Does this mean that thc Soviet

Union has a decisivc lcad in prccisely those weapons which thc
Dulles policy counts upon so hcavily

to assure Success? And does it mean
that the Soviet Union, in its turn,
can count upon such a lead to assure
success for its policyl

First, let us turn to the

Soviet

estimate of the relative positions.
In his interview with James Reston
of the Times, a few days after sputnik was launched on October 4,
Khrushchev gave a restrained and
sensible estimate of the arms racc.

His balanced view is in sharp contrast to the rather lurid picture

being presented here of the dire con-

of the Soviet arrns lead.
Khrushchev held that the scientific
and technical resources of both
countries were such that what the
Soviet Union had one day in the way
of weapons the United States would
have the next, and vice versa. In
other words, what he was stressing
is the general position of parity on
arms between the two countries. He
sequences

said further that what the Soviet
Union wants. is not a competition
between the two in storing arsenals
of weapons, but an end to the arms
race, and the establishment of peaceful conditions in the world.
On our part, it would bc wise to
come to the conclusion that no de-

cided long-range advantage in arms
can be won by one side or the other.

Tte position of arms parity and
military stalemate is not likely to be
altered for long by either side.

ARMS PARITY AND THE

WAR

.'

BLOCS

If thie is true, the Dulles strategy
is futilc in tcrms of foreign policy
or national defcnsc, and its bankruptcy must becomc increasingly ap
parent. His exhortation to Prepare
for "limited war backed by an ar-

senal of retaliation" can prove disastrous in a nuclear age for the
country and for the world.

As for "limited warr" this stratcgic concept depends upon bases in
the periphery of the Socielist coun'
tries, secured by military alliances.
But the value of these bases and of
the alliances depreciates with every
new development.
Politically, the rise of the national
independence moYement in Asia, the
Middle East and Africa, and the
consequent rise of "positive neutral'
ism" in the Asia-Africa bloc render

the military
States

in

bases

of the United

these vast areas

of

very

it

come

doubtful value, to say the least.
From the military-strategic viewpoint, the position of arms parity
makes it possible for the Soviet Union to knock out these bases-be it
in Europe, Asia or Africa-from its
own home territory, should

to

hostilities.
As concerns Dulles' "arsenal

of retaliation," the Soviet Union has
shown that it can match any weapon
the arsenal can conceivably contain, oflsetting the so-called "deterrent" force with which Dulles hopes

POLITICAL AFFAIRS
to impose his policies on rhe world.
The new weapons make it as clear
as day that there can be no bufier
zone in modern war. "Limited
wars" in other people's lands may
very well bring "unlimited war', to
our own country. This is the most
important immediate lesson to be
drawn by the American people from
the implications of spuiik, ICBM,
etc. It may take some time for this
realization to produce positive po-

litical resulrc, tut that it will we
can be certain, as can be seen already

by growing pressures within th;
country for starting negotiations
with the Soviet Union.
What has been the impact of
sputnik upon the system oi U.S.
military alliances I
Among the chief allied powers of

N+TO, especially in Britiin, sputnik has spurred the tug-of-war - be-

tween the two principal trends. On
the one hand, there is a desperate

attempt to pull NATO together
again. This is exemplified by the

PROBLEJ\,IS

lies to the United States in the pursuance of the same policies of war
brinkmanship.

On the other hand, tirere is

a

renewed and widespread examina-

tion of the

advantages

of

neg,11i3-

tions with the Soviet Union at this
time or of neutrality, in view of the

new rebufi to the American "positions of strength" policy and the
new deterioration of United States
prestige. The most significant expression of this trend was at the
Labor Party Conference, held in
Brighton at the end of Septi:mber
and the beginning of October. This
had been preceded by the Trade
Union Congress, where under pressure of a militant membership a
surprising break from past policies
took place, on foreign as well as
domestic issues. Under this impact,
the Labor Party Conference took an
advanced position on foreign policy

the security paci for
-favoring
Europe based on a demilitarized and
neutralized zone, abolition of nuclear

emergency Macmillan - Eisenhower
meeting in October, in an effort to

tests and other first steps on disarma-

a supreme effort is to be made at ttie

statements of Aneurin Bevan during
his recent trip to this country on
the need for immediate toplevel
negotiations with the Soviet Union
were no longer merely an expression of his own position, but re-

ment, and the inclusion of the Sorebuild the Anglo-American alli- viet Union in a Middle East settle,
ance, which had been severely ment. This position is weakened by
strained by the Suez crisis and by adherence to the NATO concepi,
the continuing expansionist drive of but the emphasis has been shiftld
American imperialism in the Middle most emphatically to efforts ?t surn=
East. As a resuk of this meeting, mit agreements. The forthright

December session of NATO ro
strengthen the war bloc on the

principle of

"interdependence,"

which in this context can mean only

the further subordination of the ai-

OF FOREIGN POLICY

flected the oficial policy of the La.
bor Party. Similar ffends among thc
Socialists of Western Europe were
expressed in re-establishment of com-'
mon action between the Nenni Socialists and C-ommunists in Italy and
the growing strength of the Left
Wing in the Socialist Party of.
France.

from the present crisis of

23

foreign

policy with something difierent than

Dulles brinkmanship I Horv is the
fight over foreign policy shaping up
in this country ? How can the popular forces afiect the outcomel
Dominant political forces of both
major parties are trying to exploit
the impact of sputnik on the American people to stampede the country
into an expanded crash program on
armaments. Initially, and on the
surface, practically all major political trends-from Knowland to the
ADA and Reuther-seem united be-

We might say in general that the
sputnik development is having the
efiect of sharpening the domestic
political struggle within the Allied
powers between the war-bloc course
and all peace and neutralist tendencies, even within conservative na- hind this. But the big-arms-race
tional circles. Thus, at the Annual unity is far from being as monoConservative Party Conference, lithic as it looks. For one thing,
which followed the Labor Party there are partisan considerations.
meeting, a highly vocal minority of The need of the Republican AdminMP's called for a shift to neutrality istration to defend itself against
for the entire British Common- charges of impeding national sewealth, as the only way to re-estab- curity and the efiorts of the Demolish British prestige and infuence. crats to exploit the situation politiAt the other end of the world, one cally may lead to no more than a
might cite the highly uncomplimen- very thin bipartisan facade, if that.
For another thing, the scientists
tary remarks widely printed in faand
educators, as well as all those
U.S.
scienpan with respect to the
ti6c and military lag, and the in- concerned with the intellectual and
creased pull in ]apan for an inde- cultral health of the country, are
pendent policy toward China and in open revolt against weapons proIndia. The latest events are widen- grams that distort scientific research,
ing the breach within the.U.S.-domi- starve education, and encourage Mcnated alliances, a breach which was Carthyite tendencies. Furthermore,
created in the first place by the mas- as President Eisenhower has made
sive drive of American big business clear, the new arms crusade will
to take over the resources and mar- mean an increase in the military
budget at the expense of social serkets of the world.
vices and with prospects of increasTHE CRASH ARMS PROGRAM
ing the tax burden rather than reIs it possible for us to emerge ducing it. And this will not be taken

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

lightly by the American people who
are, already carrying a heivy tax
load, in addition to suffering from
substantial declines in the stindard
of living caused by price infation
which may well be extended by further military spending.
- Above all, the deep anxiety of
the American people over the nuclear arms race will increasingly
come to the surface of political life.
This is already reflected in some
sectors of the labor movement, although as yet only dimly. It finds
its most affirmative expression among
the Negro people as reflected in theii
press, where the negative attitude to
the arms race is similar in many respects to the sentiments to be found

PROBLEMS OF FOREIGN POLICY

marked by the ill-fated Suez invasion and the crisis over Syria, while

the prolonged Algerian war continued. Whatever the immediate
outcome of the Syrian-Turkish crisis, and the re-emerging crisis in
Jordan, the danger of war will fester

in the Middle East as long as our
American policy concentrates upon
checking the Arab national movement, overthrowing governments
not to its liking, and remains adamant against four-power negotiations.
These developments should put an

end to any illusions, if indeed such
still exist, that peaceful coexistence

is a foregone conclusion, that peace
is inevitable. This is merely the
among the Asia-Africa nations. A reverse of the old war fatalism, the
common theme is to equate the sput- idea that war is inevitable, an ap'
nik success with national and ricial proach just as erroneous. For
equality in the Soviet Union, while events have shown that the forces
equating the setback here with seg- for peace, operating within the new
regation and Jim Crow practices.
global relations arising from World
The central concern of the Ameri- War II, have gained new advantages
can people is to assure national se- in the struggle for peaceful coexcurity in the nuclear age. But the lStence.
question is how this concern is to
This has been shown most drae.xpress itself in terms of ending matically during the recent period
the suicidal arms race and the turi by the decisive role of the Soviet
toward a policy of world peace. We Union in halting the Anglo-Frenchturn first to a consideration of world Israeli invasion of 'Egypt and later
forces.

THE INCREASE OF
WORLD TENSION

World tension has increased during the past year. A critical war danger emerged in the Middle East,

in

scotching

the threatened

U.S.Turkish attack on Syria. There is no

question but that with every crisis,
the outcome of which is a setback
for imperialism, the power of the
forces making for peace has grown.
First, we should note that a year
after the Polish crisis and the' at-

tempt at counter-revolution in Hungary, cooperation among the Socialist countries, including more friendly relations with Yugoslavia, have
been given a firmer and healthier
basis. Furthermore, as symbolized
by sputnik and spelled out in great
detail by all production and social
statistics,

the Soviet Union, China

and the other socialist countries are

continuing their phenomenal progin itself has strengtheed
the peace factor, since it has damp
ened imperialist speculations on the
inner crumbling of socialism and rebuffed foreign policies based on
such expectations.
Next, we note the high prestige
of the Soviet Union, China and the
other socialist countries among the
Asian-African peoples as a result of
their support to the national independence movements. As a consequence, "positive neutrality" among
these nations has grown, accompanied by the further improvement of
relations between them and the Socialist bloc.
Finally, we see that as the massive
drive of American imperialism to
take over the economic and colonial
positions of its allies proceeds, and
as the Dulles policy suflers serious
rebuffs, the advantages of neutrality
and of negotiations with the Soviet
Union and China become more at-

ress. This

tractive to the other capitalist powers.

ing great popular
changc in policy.
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pressures

for

a

Howcver, we should not Permit
appreciation of the new advantages
gained by the world peace forces to

dim our awareness of the very real
war dangers and counter-trends that
exist. It is obvious that the cold war
is far from over, that the war dangcr
is far from being eliminated. Obviously, peace has not been won, nor
is it even nearly won. There is a hard
and long struggle ahead to assure
peaceful coexistence in the world,
and it is in the course of this suuggle that the shape and conditions of
peace

will

emerge.

THE QUESTION OF

U.S.-SOVIET

NEGOTIATIONS

Events since the Geneva summit
meeting in 1955 again demonstrate
that as long as serious U.S.-Soviet
negotiations are delayed tension becomes greater and new war dangers
arise. To start such negotiations for

ending the arms race, abolishing
nuclear weapons, for a Middle East
settlement, for security in EuroPe
and for recognition of China's rightful role in the UN remains the ba-

sic problem of world peace. The
main problem is how to defeat the

Dulles policy of brinkmanship,
which is the obstacle on our side

More fundamentally, within these to positive negotiations.
Yet, official policy is negative tocountries, including our own, the
growing anxiety of the people over ward the problem of negotiations
the danger of nuclear war is creat- with the Soviet Union. Every new

26
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Soviet offer to explore such possibilities between the two countries
has been rejected, on the ground
that bilateral negotiations would
amount to by-passing our allies. But
the Administration does not hesitate
to hold bilateral negotiations with

Britain at the summit, as in

the

Eisenhower-Macmillan meeting, in
preparations

for a NATO

summit

PROBLEMS OF FOREIGN POLICY

a Socialist state, to recognizc
that China exists as a Socialist state,

exists as

to

recognize

existence of other
It must bc recognized

the

Socialist states.

that these states are developing in accordance with the will and wishes of
their peoples and there must be no interference in their affairs. We, for our
part, proceed from the. realistic conditions of the existence of such capitalist
states as the U.S.A,, Britain, Francc
and others and the social structure of
these countries is the domestic afiair

meeting. If, for example, there had
been a meeting of the minds between
the United States and the Soviet of their peoples.
We believe that all controversial
Union the recent London Disarmaproblems must be setded by negotiament Conference could have been
tion without war. . . . We think that
successful. But an Anglo-American
if the United States displays a readiagreement on the approach to dis- ness, there are no questions upon which
armament, without a simultaneous agreement could not be reached. To
understanding with the Soviet Un- live without war on a basis of peaceful
ion, assured the failure of the con- comp€tition-such is the foundation of
ference. So it is with every other coexistence. If you recognize this and
question. It is not a matter of by- base your policy on this instead of
passing anybody or settling anything relying on some internal forces of thc
bilaterally against the interests of Socialist states supposedly capable of
other nations. For the paramount Iiquidating the Socialist system, it will
be easy to reach agreement on all
interest of all nations is peace, and disputed questioos.
the fact is that only the United
States and the Soviet Union are in
This is not a proposal for dividing
a position to prevent nuclear war.
Nor is it a matter of the Soviet the world. What is urged here is
Union and the United States di- mutual non-interference in each
viding the world between them as other's internal afiairs, coupled with
in the old-fashioned imperialist game a recognition on our part that the
of power politics. In hii extensiie in- socialist states are a permanent histerview with Reston, Khrushchev torical achievement, and on the Soviet side that the peoples of the capiput the matter this way:
talist states will decide their own
One thing is needed for this [suc- future. It is iust this that Dulles
cessful U.S.-Soviet negotiations]:- To is organically incapable of recognizrecognize what has historically taken ing, like all the Tories down the
place, i.e., to recognize that the USSR ages. And because of his desperate

hanging on to ancient imperialist
privileges, he is leading the country
from one fiasco to the next.
Despite the constant outcry

in this

country and abroad against the stupidity of Dulles' tactics, one can find
no sign of basic disagreement between the two major parties on the
sub,stance of the policy. The Democratic Party Policy statement of Oc=
tober does make mention of the
possibility of negotiations, but only

of the United

27

States has deteriorated

significantly since the Geneva summit conference. It will continue to
do so unless the turn toward negotiations is made quickly.

CAN THE UNITED STATES
CHANGE ITS POLICYI

It is not enough to say that thc
United Statec can be forced into a
position of negotiations by a 9om'
bination of pressures and necessities,
internal and world-wide. It is the
United States with its present sys-

after the rebuilding of the NATO
and other war alliances and the restoration of the weapons lead. In tem of capitalism that we are talking
other words, they stand for the con- about, and not our country in somc
tinuation of essentially the same for- future stage of transition to socialeign policies which have led us to ism. Is ii possible for the leading
world capitilist power to put aside
the present impasse.
]udging from results up to now, the Dulles approach and instead
this policy will continue to meet adopt a policy which will recognize
serious setbacks in the world and the new world realities, that is, the
will fail to allay the anxiety of the permanence of the Socialist world,
American people for peace. Lacking ihe advance of the national inde'
steps. to improve U.S.-Soviet rela- pendence movements, and social
tions, world relations will be changed changes in the capitalist world as
further to our disadvantage. We these occur?
It would be futile, indeed, to
face the prospect of isolation in world
affairs, as the NATO and other speak of forcing a power to take a
pact allies individually turn more pbsition it is intrinsically incapable
and more toward an alternate policy of taking. The answer to the ques'
of neutrality under pressure from tion just posed would be a decisive
their peoples and also in self de- "no" if we conceived of a PolicY of
fense against the economic and po- serious negotiations with the Soviet
litical inroads of American Big Union as iquivalent to a surrender
Business. That is why the question of imperialist obiectives. We ge1
of U.S.-Soviet negotiations can be closer 1o the heart of the thing if
evaded or postponed only at the we view the matter within the imrisk of frnding ourselves in a much perialist framework, the way thc
worse situation internationally as (uestion actually arises in the inner
time goes on. The world position struggle over policy.

POLITICAL AEFAIRS
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In this

sense,

wc must recognize

that variants of imperialist

policy

in the

present situation,
they
possible in the
proved
as
iust

are possible

past. Such variants are

produced

by the pressures and interactions of
many internal and world forces. At
the same time, they can emerge as
real and operative policies only if
they satisfy the needs of capitalism

under given circumstances, since,
I repeat again, we are speaking of
coexistence in the present and not at
some indefinite future. In other
words, under certain conditions a
"Guatemala policy" may prove both
possible and most satisfactory to imperialist needs. At other times, when
forces outside the control of imperialism render a "Guatemala policy"
impossible, then perforce a "Good

Neighbor" policy may prove more
satisfactory as a means of obtainirg capitalist objectives within a
world where imperialism no longer
enjoys freedom of action. That is the
nature of the 6ght over foreign policy in the United States today, the
outcome of which may mean the
difference between war and peace.
Believers in socialism and progressives generally cannot remain indif-

PROBLEI,IS OF FOREIGN POLICY

stage, is the sure road to comPletc
isolition from the real struggles of
the people.
Certainly, Marxists must aim at
constantly enlightening the workers
on the basic historical development
to socialism, on the role of the class
struggle and of independent working-class political actibn. But these
objectives cannot be pursued apart
from the central struggle for peace.
It is in the process of this struggle,
in all its aspects, that people will be
able to appreciate more fundamentally the role of monopoly capital,
the functioning of capitalism as a
system, and the need for socialism.
Nor should Marxists give a clean
bill of health to any variant of imperialist policy. They should make it
clear that they support a given alternative because it contributes to
world peace, and not because it is
a panacea for all our ills. The main
thing is to help set into motion a
mass peace movement among labor
and all sectors of the people of such
proportions that it will become one

of the leading world

pressures upon

it to
take the peaceful rather than the war-

American imperialism, forcing

like variant of foreign policy.
In accordance with this perspecferent to this inner struggle. The
struggle becomes sharper as the forcign policy crisis grows more acute
with each new setback for the Dulles

tive, we should study constandy the
different currents and variants of policy as they appear, particularly their
expression in labor and popular

concentrate instead upon perfecting
some "non-imperialist" policy, which
the people would recognize as Utop
ian and inapplicable at the present

circles.

line. To ignore this struggle and

VARIANT POLICIES TODAY
Are such alternate or variant poli-

cies apparent on the American scene

today, or at least elements of theml
We do not mean completely elaborated programs in opposition to the
present Dulles policy, for unfortunately no single major political force
in the country today arises in opposition. However, elements of such
opposition are to be found in vari-

ous forms and gradations, cutting
across political parties and trends.
How shall we assess, for example,
the clash of currents that came to the
surface from within the government
around the London Disarmament
Conferencel Without being dogmatic or rigid about it, we can for the
present and tentatively distinguish
between conflicting Dulles and Stassen tendencies, which have bipartisan expression. True, both these tendencies revolve around the "positions of strength" policy. While
starting from the same general premise, however, they diverge.

The dominant Dulles line is dead
set against positive negotiations with
the Soviet LJnion, using the "positions of strength" of the United
States to contain and weaken the So-

cialist world. The Stassen line may
be defined as wanting to use these
same "positions of strength" to ne'
gotiate most advantageously on dis-

armament and other questions.
While Dulles, in the face of a weakening NATO, wants to rely upon a
remilitarized and reactionary Germany to "hold" Europe( even at the
expense of the British alliance, perh"pr), Stassen leans toward the idea

of a demilitarized and neuualized

European zone (and strengthening
the tsritsh alliance). Dulles is working towards a U.S.-German-British
"Big Three" vehicle for realizing
world imperialist objectivesl Stassen
may prefer an exclusive AngloAmerican alliance for this Purpose.
While the Dulles line seeks to exploit every difficulty in the Socialist
world to pursue his "liberation" pol'
icy, the Stassen variant would exploit these weaknesses to obtain betier terms for American imperialism
in a settlement. It should also be
noted that the Stassen line interlinks with the position of various
Administration and business circles
pushing for defense economies and
tax relief for the corporations.
What we have termed the Stassen
variant is carried further by other
elements. People like Cyrus Eaton,
the Cleveland industrialist, |ames
Warburg of the banking family,
Senators Kefauver, Morse and Ellen-

der, Mrs. Roosevelt and others urge,

in various

degrees and forms, some

accommodation to the new world
realities, in terms of adjustment and
peaceful competition. Considerations

of trade with the Socialist

world

as a whole is also an important factor. A great deal of the pressure for

changing the China policy, for example, comes from business circles

with the world market
and worried by British, |apanese
and German competition for the

concerned

China trade.

Another area where imPortant
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conflicting tendencics arise is or the
question of aid to the underdeveloped countries. This is becoming a
focus of world politics in the pies-

the national bourgeoisics of the newindependent and emerging countries. A tendency of a similar direc-

ly

tion is the emphasis upon economic
ent period. It is one of the most rather than upon military aid as a
sharply debated questions at home means of overcoming the crisis of
and abroad. Foreign economic aid U.S. policy in the Middle East. Obis the particular and mosr pointed viously, approaches of this kind reform in which the question of policy tain the imperialist objectives, but
towards national liberation is pre- within approximates the "Good
sented to the United States.
Neighbor" policy (at the expense of
The rebuffs suffered by the Dulles the leading allies), rather than the
policy in the field of weapons srrat- aggressive gun-?and-dollar policy
egy and in the Middle East are which now prevails.
matched by the vigorous opposition
Furthermore, we should keep in
in
Latin America, Asia and Africa mind that if the present let-down in
'to the economic policies of the the American economy continues
United States, which are seen as an- and raises the danger of depression,
other and more aggressive version the confict over economic policy
of the old Dollar Diplomacy.
will become even sharper.
Space does not permit at this time
It seems to me that these alternate
the more detailed consideration this policies will come more strongly forquestion deserves. Suffice it to point ward, as the futility and bankruptcy
out, in connection with the problem of the Dulles line becomes more
of variant policies we are discuss- apparent with every effort to exing, that in general more emphasis tend and refurnish it.
is placed on this problem in Democratic Party and labor circles than SOME POINTS OF EMPHASIS
among the Republicans, although
At the moment, our problem is
Nixon has been making some special not so much to perfect a detailed
efforts to cover up for the Adminis- program on all these questions-we
:tration.
already have one, or at least its esWhat is of interest here is not so sentials, which is shared by many
much the economic content of the forces in the peace movement. 'We
proposals (they do not vary too much need to work out our approach tofrom the private investment empha- ward the various tendencies and
sis of the Administration program), variants of policy as they appear on
but their political emphasis. In so the American scene, paying parfar as this differs from the predomi- ticular attention to how they are
nant Dulles position, it turns to- expressed in the labor and popular
ward the idea of doing business with movement. The Communists and
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the Left generally should ioin with
all others-in directing the main fire
against the Dulles policy, as a warpiovoking line which endangers our
national iecurity in the nuclear age.
Particularly in view of the economic let-down and growing unemployment, a maior Problem is to
i.rih th. widest'circles of the labor

it expresses itself, is
to bring forward iooPeration be-

whatever form
tween

tfe United States and the

So-

viet Union as indispensable to world
peace.
need

The Communists

esPeciallY

to overcome a certain timidity

and self-imposed "embarrassment"
in this respect, and again aPPear on
the American political scene as lead-

advocates- of American-Soviet
with constant argumehts
which is a reqrrirement
fri-endship,
the
of
follY
exposing the national
safety and welfare'
national
our
of
of
either
guarantee
a
arms race as
which have
attitudes
national security or economic secur- Subiective
coninner-party
of
result
a
as
ity, and to encourage alternate eco- arir6.,
We
aside.
set
be
should
troversv
Lanomic and political Programs.
that
fact
the
fully
appreciate
must
dangers
new
bor cannot ignore the

movement

ins

to trade unionism that would emerge

there is-a growing realization among
the American PeoPle that theY can

heat up the arms crusade, the camoaisn io stop nuclear tests, abolish

irri.r. *.rpot t

things. Many maY be surPrised to
discJver that'this emphasis will contribute a sreat deal toward the participation"of the Left in the mainstream of American political strug-

to the mass

gles.

from another jingoistic arms race
Ruswith its encouragement of another and must be fiiends with thethink
maY
theY
what
no
matter
sians,
the
McCarthy-type wiv.. In view of
doing
new weapons and the attemPt to of their system or their way of
and end the cold
war should be greatlY extended.
The major con"tribuiion of the Left
Peace movement, in

Inour|anllaryissue,EuelynWienereaaluatestheElizabethGurley
the qucstion
Flynn campaign in New Yorft City; Hytnat Lumer analyzes
of inllation and its relationship to the present econornic situation; Max
of Valuc'"
Weiss urites on "sffachey and thc Martist l'abor Theory
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0n the Eue of the UAII

public from excessive prices. He
challenged the auto monopolists to
submit to public examination any

Convention

evidence that thcy would be unable

to grant a

pay in

tle

substantial increase in

event that car prices were
reduced by as much as $roo. In this
manner, the union deprived the

By CARL WINTER
As rrrc MA/oR coNTRAcrs in the automotive industry approach their expiration dates, preparations are being made by the employers, as well
as by the union, for what is expected
to be a sharp and prolonged struggle over new agreements. In the
spring of 1958, Ford, General Motors and Chrysler corporations will
each meet with the United Automobile Workers of the AFL-CIO to
negotiate terms governing wages,
hours, working conditions and other
desired or established benefits.
Covering an industry that extends
from coast to coast and embraces a
variety of manufacturing activities,

the UAW finds itself confronted
with a diversity of prevailing conditions and problems among the more
than one million workers under its
jurisdiction. Nevertheless, the domination of the automotive industry
by the Big 3-GM, Chrysler and
Ford, who account for more than
90 per cent of its outp.ut-serves
constantly to remind the auto workers of the need to develop a common
approach to their problems and to
face their employers unitedly. As a
consequence, all eyes are now upon
the preparations for the special con-
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vention of the UAW which will meet
22-24, to map
out the union's collective bargaining
policies and program for 1958.

in Detroit, January

This convention will consist of

the 3,ooo delegates who were elected
to represent the auto locals at their
last regular International convention,
held in Atlantic City in April of this
year. It will meet under the mandate
of the last convention which decided
that the key demand in coming contract negotiations shall be "the shorter work week with increased takehome pay."

As was to be expected, the

auto

corporations lost no time in launching their propaganda campaign to
discredit the union's expected new
contract proposals. Their chief weapon was the cry that the auto workers, by their demands, would drive

prices upward and contribute to

runaway inflation.
PROFITS AND PRICES

It was in this framework that
Walter P. Reuther, as president of
UAW, proceeded early last September to unmask the pretended con.
cern of the Big 3 for protecting the

CONVENTION
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workers nor thosc in any othcr industry are tied to the pricc of the
products they turn out.
Ample facts are available to demonstrate the falsity of the companies'
claims. Shordy after Chrysler and

Ford

suggested

that the

workers,

rather than the corporations, should
company spokesmen of the initia-' take cuts in the interests of curbing
tive they sought to gain on the is- inflation, both firms boasted to their
sue of inflation. The spotlight was stockholders about their exceptionplaced, instead, upon the corpora- ally high profits. The N. Y. Times
tions themselves as the chief source on October 25th reported that Chrysand beneficiaries of rising prices.
ler announced a 33/o increase in diA basic faw in the economic vidends over those of last year, and
thinking of Reuther and most union declared that "net earnings of $ro3rleaders in our country today, how- ?57,486 were the second largest for
ever, deprived this taitical move of any similar nine months." This repits full force. Since Reuther accepts resented $rr.87 on each share, comthe prevailing bourgeois economic pared to the average of 7z cents
theories which link wage levels to cleared in the same period for 19561

Only in r95o did Chrysler ever earn
more. And this r5-fold increase in
returns was amassed in spite of
more than a ZlTo drop this year
bert, each quickly replied to the in so-called defense business. In
UAW challenge with the taunt that similar fashion, the Detoit Frce
auto workers should accept a wage- Press on October z8th blazoned
cut if they were concerned with the headlines proclaiming: "Ford's gpossibility of reducing the price of month net up 58/o over '56. Sales
cars. This contributed to consider- top 3 billionl best ever."
able confusion in the union ranks,
Covering a ten-year period from
including fear in many quarters that rg47 to rg17, the UAW issued the
preparations were being made to bar- following uncontested figures: Gengain away the workers' economic eral Motorsr wages rose 7z/o-but
demands in a mere battle for pub- profits rose 25g,g7o. Net worth went
up 3 billion, 877. of it from surplus
licity.
Actually, Reuther's challenge was piofits; Ford: wages rose 7ole-but
far better grounded than he may profits rosc a26,8/o. Net worth went
have recognized or was willing to up onc and bne quarter billion, g8%
admit. Neither the wages of auto from surplus profits; Chrysler:

productivity and prices, he left his

followers unarmed against the companies' counter-attack. Henry Ford
II and Chrysler president, L. I. Col-

THE COMING UAW CONVET{TION
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wages rose

7z/o-but profits

rose

zzt.8To. Net worth went up 3zr mil-

lion, 98/o from surplus profits. On
top of this, as Reuther pointed out,
the automotive industry shows a
higher return on investment than

the national industrial average.

While all manufacturers in the U.S.
averaged an annual rate

of

o/o

re-

turn on investment, the net received
for the first six months of. ry57 was
r7/o tor Ford, zr/o for GM, and
oYer 2770

for

Chrysler.

EMPLOYERS'PLANS

6,iil i!l-r1,iill'ri lll!r1 i r'1'1l'i i'1:llrlr:''!'

The loudest voice from
ment,

manage-

in

protest against anticipated
demands by the auto workers, comes

from the smallest auto firm-American Motors Corp. Professing to
speak out of concern for the competitive interests of this company
which accounts for litde more than
47oof auto production, AMC president George Romney actually voices
the interests of Big Business. He has
long been the head and chief ideologist of the Automobile Manufacturers Association and has consistently
spearheaded every anti-union campaign of the dominant magnates in
this industry.
In a speech before a national meeting of insurance men, held in De-

troit on

other economic benefits granted in
negotiations next year to a level not
in excess of those justified by reasonably anticipated improvements in
productivity and the maintenance
of a balanced economy." In other
words, he summarized the plans
of the auto employers,.with which
the union will have to contend, as .
a drive for more speed-up in the
shops and a campaign to block wage
increases by blaming them for inflated prices.
In this situation, an important
part of the union's defense of its
members needs is a broad public
campaign to expose the anti-social
character of the auto monopolies.
Cynically ignoring their own pretended explanation of inflation, the
Big ; only recently announced a
further boost in wholesale car prices,
ranging up to $7oo. And at the
same time that their profits continue
to mount) they extract an increasing
toll from their workers and the
whole economy by means of speedup, part-time work and curtailed
employment. Not only can the auto
corporations well afiord to provide
more jobs and higher earnings for

but the national
economy can ill-afiord to permit
their

employees,

them to refuse to do

so.

Already in ry55, the demand had
been put forward for a 3o-hour week
at 4o-hours' pay by sections of the
union. But the r5th Convention decided, instead, to make its national
demand that year the "guaranteed
annual wage." This was to have
been a form of insurance against the
already-threatening spread of part
time employment in the industry.
In the past two years, unemployment has continued to grow. Tens
of thousands of workers in such
auto centers as Detroit and Flint
exhausted the weekly state compensation and supplementary benefits to which they might have been
entitled. In Michigan alone, it is
estimated that roo,ooo auto workers
have been made superfuous and
will never return to their former
iobs. In Cleveland, the Fisher Body
plant which has gone down from a
permanent force of 5,ooo to J,2oo is
typical of what is happening in older
plants throughout the country. Some,
such as Detroit's Packard, have shut

their doors permanently, leaving
their workers completely stranded.
Even though large-scale unemployment is still mainly confined to
a few areas of auto production, its
efiect makes itself felt among the
remaining workers, as pressure for

r9th, Romney WORKERS'DEMANDS
called for a united front of all auto
companies to resist the UAW. He
This is the basis on which

compliance

September

declared: "AII automotive companies should unite to use their combined strength to keep wage and

week with increased take-home pay.

the

r6th International Convention of
the UAW resolved to make its key
demand for i958 the shorter work

with company

demands

greater speed-up. In turn, expanding automation and increasing
speed-up continue to displace ever
more workers. In face of the prosoects for a continuing decline in the

for
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national economy during r9E8, the
continuous struggle against speedup in the auto plants acquires sPecial significance. Grievances over
speed-up have been the most com'
mon issue at the bottom of an unending series of strikes-wild-cat or
authorized-which have marked the
life of the UAW contracts now in
force.

The determination of the auto

union to secure a shorter work week

with increased earnings-along
arises primarily from the need to
counter the twin evils of speed-ups
and lay-offs that are now dominant
in the industry. Bitter experience has

to the auto workers that,
however much they resist, the companies never cease devising new
proven

of squeezing additional labor
out of every minute on the iob.

means

A classic defense of employer-assumed prerogatives was stated in the
arbitration board decision which
ended an early strike against speed'
up at the River Rouge Ford Plant
in ry49. In rejecting the workers'
demands for relief, the ruling de'
clared: "48o minutes of every working day belong to the company."
Here, again, was another demonstra-

tion of the validity of Marxist analysis of capitalist society, which 1ocates an elementary foundation of

the class struggle in the contest between workers and employers over
the length of the working day.
Obviously, the direct attack upon
the mounting exploitation of labor
begins with the efiort to cut the
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number of hours in which the boss
can demand maximum exertion on
the part of his workers. Other, in-

direct, means are also

available,

however. Many of these are gaining
popularity among the workers who
keenly feel the need for immediate

relief from the intensification of effort being demanded of them every
moment. Just as employers, in effect, lengthen the work day by imposing production standards which
crowd more labor into every hour,
so is the struggle against speed-up
an essential component of labor's
counter-efiort to shorten the work
d"y.

THE COMING UAW CONVE}ITION

In addition, a number of other
practical demands serve to highlight
ihe need for shorter hours and re'
lief from speed-up. Among these is
the demand for a paid lunch Period
and paid wash-up time. Other urgent needs of a similar nature include
allowance of adequate .fatigue-time
according to the burdensome nature
of each job, increased "personal time"
and providing sufficient relief men
to make possible its utilization, and
the authorization of cofiee breaks
which of necessity are growing as an
accepted custom in some enterprises.
Such measures as these would contribute to curbing speed-up at the
same time that they lay the basis for

NEEDED CONTRACT CHANGES

The coming convention will certainly have before it numerous resolutions from local unions calling for
contract changes that would facilitate
the fight against speed-up. Among
these would be a challenge to the
presently conceded authority of the
companies to fix production stan&
ards. In anticipation of considerable
difficulty on this score, a virtual food
of demands has risen throughout the
union to exempt from company penalty any workers disciplined for disputes over production standards, to
simplify 4nd speed the settling o[
shop grievances, to eliminate the
final authority of industry "umpires"
or to reduce drastically the number
of issues presently non-strikeable
and to shorten the time required to
take strike action.

further shortening working hours.
Even though the demand for the
shorter work week was endorsed
on almost every election slate of
candidates for local oflice in the
union's elections this year, a greater
reticence to push it forward has been
shown as bargaining time ap
proaches. Not only company propaganda and confusion about charges
of inflation have had this dampening effect. Far more important have
been the growing difficulties which
auto workers experience in making
ends meet with their present earn-

ings.

\

RISING COST OF LIVING

When, for example, the aircraft
branch of this industry discontinued
overtime work last spring, thousands
members suddenly found

of UAW
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to meet the cost and secure will become a substdnof living on a pay check for only tially higher, minimum, hourly rate
4o hours work per week. Even more of pay. But the auto workers cannot.
themselves unab,le

desperate has been the situation of
most GM employees who in Flint,
the heart of GM's empire, were restricted the greater part of this year
to a three- or four-day work week.
On top of this, the cost of living
continues to mount month after
month, without interruption.
Little wonder, then, that the appeal of the relief to be found in a
shorter work week fades in some sections of the union, and tends to be
counterposed by insistence upon a
substantial wage increase as the
prime need in the coming negotiations. Undeniably, the auto workers
need a substantial increase in their
pay envelopes. Not only have their
wage levels not kept pace with the
cost of living, but they have even
fallen behind the relativelyJeading
place they had occupied amongst
the scales established by other un-

afford to wait. Spreading unemployment dictates that the work week
must be shortened at the same time
that wage levels are raised, unless
one section of the workers is to be
permitted to be played ofi against the
other, to the detriment of all.

ions.

population, such as professionals and

However, increased take-home pay

and a shorter work week are not
mutually exclusive. In establishing
the latter, the UAW need no longer
pioneer in breaking ground. The
35-hour or 3o-hour week has already
been long established by a number

of other unions

such as the rubber
workers, typographical, clothing and
others. Many additonal unions have
now resolved to make the shorter
week the new standard in other industries as well. The quicker this
is done, the more commonly-accepted

NEED FOR UNITY
Herein lies a real source of anxiety
over the capacity of the UAW to
fulfill the mandate given it by its
last convention. Will sufficient unity
and determination be generated for
the coming show-down struggle
with the auto monopolies which are
already fighting back unitedly I Will
sufficient support be forthcoming
from the rest of the labor movement
whose own future is bound up with
success in the auto workers' undertakings ? Will other sections of the

small businessmen, whose incomes
are closely bound up with the living
standards of industrial workers, lend
their aid ? There is nothing in the
economic situation, least of all in the
capacity of the auto corporations to
pay, that stands in the way of fulfillment of the economic program projected for the special collective bar-

gaining convention of the UAW.
What will be decisive is the unity
that will be organized in labor's
ranks and with other anti-monopoly
forces to compel the auto corPora-
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tions

to

disgorge

a part of

their

phenomenal profits.

promotion, transfer, lay-ofi, discipline'

ii..h.tn. or otherwise because of race,
.i..J, ?"f"t, national origin, political

Division will continue to be a
status'
major weapon in the hands of the affiliation, sex or marital
monopolists. Unity will be the
When a foremost union of over
strongest defense in the hands of
tackles such
the UAW. As never before, the one million workers as
the titans
monopolies
oowerful
guaranteeing of mutual support and
industrY: the isautomotive
if
tfr.
common effort on the part of white
of major concern
and Negro members of the union, sues at stake are
American PeoPle' The
and the joining of forces of the for- to the whole
the curbemPloYment,
ward-moving Negro people's move- soreadins of
of purraising
s"peed-up,-thi
of
ment with the trade unions, must iig
elevatron ot lathe
power,
chasing
be guaranteed. The coming conare all obiectives
vention of the UAW, therefore, bor's iocial status
to achieve in
seek
cannot permit the repeated shelving the auto workers
will Pro'
theY
agreements
new
of its own "model anti-discrimina- the
pose to thi auto corPorations' As
tion clause" when it negotiates next
to make their coming conyear's contracts. It can afiord to do ihev unite
serve these ends, theY serve
u.rrtion
no less than require every employer
the well-be'
to sign this model agreement which not only themselves but
No less
nation.
entire
the
ine of
declares:

.# b.

The cornpany agrees that it will not
discriminate against any applicant for
employment or any of the employees
in their wages, training, upgrading,

from Progressives
everywhere than that everY efiort
expected

be expended to assure success to the
UAW in the great task it now confronts.

,,FREE WORLD'' ENTERTAINMENT

"The Party of thc year a'as Washington's In'ternational Ball. Brigh*
est ballgoun uas tuorn by Mrs. lean Gammon. l|/orft ol an Oslo designer,
the blue satin sftirt u,as embroidered tuith roo,ooo peails anil 7oo thine'
stones to looft lifte snow and ice. Yes, she couldn't sit dout."
Sheppard's "Inside Fashion" column,

-Eugenia
N. Y. Herald-Tribune, Nov. zz,

1957.

Th e ]lousing

0uestion: Cleveland

By MARTIN CHANCEY
Cr,nvrr,aNu, like every other la.rge
northern industrial city, is in the
grip of a housing crisis. The crisis
is chronic and persistent. It afiects
the middle as well as low-income
groups. It strikes with particutrar
ferocity at the Negro people; indeed the demand for decent housing overshadows in its intensity all
other aspects of .the fight for equal
rights in the North.
The primary cause for the housing shortage, according to the troubadors of "private initiative," is to
be found in the sharp decline in
homebuilding during the depression years and in World War II.
What is the curel fust leave it to
private enterprise. And they point
to the "unprecedented" housing
boom of the post-ivar decade. On
closer examination this boom turns
out to be a hoax. To catch up with
the housing backlog and to meet
current population gro\rth, there is
a minimum need of z million housing units yearly. But the annual
construction since the war has averaged about a million, and since r95o
the trend has been steadily downward. On a per capita basis the
number of housing units built during the "unprecedented" boom has

actually been zo/s below the r9z5
level.

The failure of private initiative

becomes even more glaring when we

examine the question-for uthom
were these houses built? This question is answered in a study made by
the Senate Housing Subcommittee

together with r3r mayors of large
industrial cities. (Report published
Jan. 24, i957). Its conclusions are:

that the housing indusuy

reached the point "uth,ere

iog prirnarily the

has

it is seru-

upp'er-income

groups"; that the middle and low
income groups "have been priced out
of the housing markeC'; and that
only 7/o of all housing construction
was in the $rz,ooo range-the rest
being in the $zo,ooo and $3o,ooo
level and up. The drop in construction during the last few months has
cut primarily into the 7Vo, those
most desperately in need of housing.
The great industrial expansion of
the post-war years has attracted to
the cities large numbers of iob-seekers from farms, the border states
and the deep South. Huge sums of
capital {lowed into the field that
would yield the biggest and quickest profits-the war indusuies, thc
stockmarket and high rental apart39
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ments.

As for building

low-cost

workers' homes-there simply wasn't
as much profit to be made.
Thus, while the economic expansion of the post-war years has eliminated the backlog of demand in cars,
appliances, etc., the housing shortage
continues no less severe.

The chronic inability of capitalism to solve the housing needs of

the workers was recognized by Engels as early as 1872. Noting the infux of large numbers of workers
with the growth of industrial cities
in England, he made the penetrating observation that "under these
conditions the building industry,
which is offered a much better field
Ior speculation by more expensive
homes, builds workers' dwellings
only by way of exceptiort.."
This fact was acknowledged some
65 years later when the New Dealers
initiated the Public Housing Program to provide shelter for the lowincome groups-a field abandoned
by the private building industry. In
1949 Congress took a major step in
this direction when it authorized the
building of Bro,ooo housing units
over a six-year period. But this housing program became the first casualty of the cold war. Today, only
a fourth of this goal has been fulfilled.

Thus, the cry of President

Roose-

velt during the depth of the depression, that one-third of this nation
is ill-housed, still holds true today
at the crest of the biggest boom.
In fact, of 45 million housing units
in the U.S., 15 million were cither

dilapidated, lacking Plumbing and
bathing facilities, or generally were
,o .unldown as to be unfit for habitation.*

E,XPANDING INDUSTRY AND
SPREADING SLUMS
Cleveland typifies the housing situation of most northern industrial
cities. Emerging as a center of automation, with a varied industry, and
soon to become a deep-sea Port
(with the opening of the St. Lawrence seaway), Cleveland has experienced a most rapid industrial
expansion. This has been accomPanied by a large infux of Negro and
white job-seekers. Greater Cleveland has been growing at the rate
of 35,ooo a year and is expected by
196o to double its population over a
decade ago. To meet the mounting
need for shelter, the total amount
of new housing construction is
about rr,ooo units a year (Private
and urban-renewal). This is barely
enough to replace the zz,ooo housing units to be torn down in the
next two years as part of the free'
ways and slum-clearance program.
It is not even an attempt to keeP
pace with the city's growth. We are
ictually falling further and further
behind. The already insufierable
overcrowding is daily getting worse.
Not all strata of the population are
efiected alike. As for white workers,
it is true, they must pay high rents.
Many live in crowded dwellings
Shishkin, Sc'y. AFL-CIO HousinS

"E'ri,
Conn. in Nat Rol*bkc, Jen, 16, 1956,

HOUSING

IN

and particularly many of the new
arrivals live in slums. But for them
there is always the hope of being
able to scrape together enough money
and escape to the suburbs. is in

It

the great circle of suburbs surround-

ing the city that 9o/s of all

new

homes are being built. For the Negro family there is no such escape.
All suburbs are strictly "for whites"
only.

THE GHETTO
Cleveland's Negro population has
multiplied four-fold during the last
decade and a half, and today comprises z4/e of the city's population.
All but z/6 are comPressed into an
area of four square miles in the
eastern part of the city. overcrowded beyond belief, in houses
which for the most part were unfit
for habitation a generation ago, the
Negro tenant is often forced to pay
half again and more in rentals than
white tenants.

This is a made-to-order situation
for landlords who have long since
learned that there is lots of good
money in bad housing. To cite one
example: One individual recently
paid $4,ooo for three firetraps, which
he subdivided into 13 "apartments."
These he rented for an average of

$25 a week or $2,78o a monthenough to pay back his entire ini-

tial cost in less than two months.
The plight of the Negro home
buyer is not much better. With
only r per cent of the r45,ooo housing units built since 1945 available
to Negroes, the would-be home
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buyer is restricted to old housing.
If he is lucky enough to get a bank
mortgage, he can only get it on
condition that the house is in a Negro neighborhood. The purchase
price for old houses is usually between 3o/s and 5o/o higher than
what whites pay and the interest
rates on his mortgage are much
higher than for a new house. Because he has to pay such unreasonable pricres, the Negro bqyer is
often forced to subdivide the house
or take in boarders in order to
buy a house at all. He is thus compelled to contribute to the deterioration of his own property and
though he now owns his home he
lives under no less overcrowded
conditions than before.
The difficulty in obtaining bank
mortgages drives many Negroes to
buy homes on a land-contract basis
of the worst rackets ever de-one
vised. The land-contract buyer
makes whatever initial payments
the seller agrees to, then pays regular installments for a specified number of years. At no time during the
contract period does he have any
title or deed to the house. The
original owner is always free to
resell the house if payments are
not met. In any event, if the buyer
finally obtains title to the house,
he winds up paying two and three
times as much as he would if he
had bought the house in the conventional way. In the Negro community the land-contract racket is
widespread and is a source of huge
profus to unscrupulous operators
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who frequently double their investment in a short time by selling and
reselling homes on land contracts.
In short, in nothing is the Negro
so grossly cheated as in housing.
Flere there is not even a pretense
of "separate but equal." And no
other evil has proven so resistant
to change. The Negro people of
Cleveland have made much progress in representation and jobs. They
can pride themselves in having the
largest number of Negro councilmen (7); they have won employment as teachers, government employees, etc. But as regards housing,
little has changed.

high rents. Thus we find that in
area an

entire
the Central-Scovil
and
uProoted
was
Negro community

a large island of white
occupancy. Those formerlY living
there have had to move into other
replaced by

slums. It is generally recognized
among civic leaders that the urban

renewil program, far from elimi-

nating slums, has actually resulted
in spreading slums to ever new areas.
Nor has Public Housing been of
much help. The emasculation of the
public housing program to 35,ooo
units for the entire country, leaves
very little for a city like Cleveland.
Fuithermore, the requirement that
only those earning less than $z4oo
GOVERNMENT HOUSINGa year can live in public housing,
A DISMAL FAILURE
hai virtually excluded all but those
The most spectacular efiort to deal on relief and old-age pensioners.
with the housing problem has been Then there is the fact that public
the urban renewal program launched housing has followed the general
in r95r. This is a joint venture pattern- of housing segregation, and
where the city buys up the slums, as the local NAACP puts it-"no
tears them down, finds new homes amount of tinkering within the tight
for the families, and then turns confines of the inner-city ghetto
over the land to private builders, will basically solve the problem."
to erect new dwellings for the slum'
Today the Negro ghetto is literdwellers. To date this program has ally bursting at the seams. "Sooner
produced very little. Most renewal or later the combination of more
programs are paralyzed because of people and fewer dwellings," warned
ihe difficulty in finding low-rental K. C. Jones of the Cleveland Urban
apartments to relocate the families. League, "will cause a social upheaval
Secondly, in the few cases where with which none of us is equipped
new homes are built, the rent tc cope."
charged by the private builders is
BANKING AND FINANCIAL
way beyond the reach of the former
INTERESTS-THE REAL
inhabitants. The upshot is that the
CULPRITS
renovated areas are for the most
All efforts to break out of the
part occupied by white families and
some Negroes who can afiord the ghetto have run into a stone wall of
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resistance, despite the absence of
laws sanctioning segregation. Home-

owners associations, restrictive covenants, reinforced by intimidation
and bombings, have proven quite effective in preserving the segregation
pattern.

Main responsibility for that is often
placed on the doorstep of the deep
seated prejudice amongst whites.
This is no doubt a factor. But it is

the banks and big realty interests
who are the real power behind the
scenes. They are the ones who
manipulate the various propertyowners associations and exploit existing race prejudice in order to
preserve the pattern of jim-crow
housing which has proven so extremely lucrative. The Cleveland
Trust Co. keeps a map on the wall
of its office on which "special areasl'
are marked ofi-areas within which
loans are not made to Negro buy-
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mittee of residents formed to promote friendship among all neigh'
bors. This is a neighborhood of
Negro and white professionals and
includes many well-known civic
leaders.

Out of this experience there

has

emerged an interesting experimentan organizatton of all residents who

are determined to build an integrated community which can serve
is a model for a future integrated
city.

More recently a Negro steelworkhouse on a "white"
block. Several hundred whites met
in typical Citizens Council fashion
and vowed to use all means to drive
the Negro family out. They even
got the local councilman to attend
and pledge his support. But when
a group of white and Negro neighbors came to the support of the Negro steelworker, enlisting the aid of
ers.'
several city-wide organizations, the
racists beat a hasty retreat. The
NEW WINDS ARE BLOWING
same councilman now revisited the
Negro family to assure it of his supRecent experience has shown that port and protection. The Negro
ever-growing numbers of white peo' family is still there.
ple are ready to support their Negro neighbors' struggle for their THE MOVEMENT FOR
iight to"live wh.t.ri they chose. BETTER HOUSING
Thus, when the nearly completed
home of John C. Gregg, a Negro at- The acuteness of the housing
torney, was bombedr- a group of crisis has aroused the citizenry of
white neighbors joined a group of Cleveland as has no other issue.
"in proi.rtirrg th"e bomb- This problem preoccupies scores of
ministers
ing and helpid to cl6ar away the organizations-of private citizens and
de-bris. When an attempt was made governmental agencies. There is
to form a racist organization, this hardly a Negro church which does
was efiectively countered by a com- not have a housing committce. A

er bought a
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particularly prominent part is being

taken by religious leaders, including a large section of the white
ministry. From their pulpits they
call upon their white congregations
to welcome into their communities
Negro neighbors.
Most of the important ]ewish
organizations have taken an advanced position on housing integration. At a recent NAACP conference on housing, the Ohio ACLU
pledged its full support to this fight
as a major issue of civil liberties.
The local press is full of accor.rnts
of the housing crisis. Even the big
industrialists were compelled to
make a show of interest and formed
the Cleveland Development Founda-

tion "to do something" about housirg'
Nevertheless, one is struck by the
disparity between the breadth of this
movernent and its ability to get results.' This was glaringly demon.
strated during the last session of
the Ohio legislature when a number
of important bills were killed by the
realty lobby, with little effective protest.
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Chief amongst the reasons for
this inefiectiveness are: The failure
of organized labor to take an active
part;$the fact that the movement
is mainly from the top, with little
popular participation. There is a
great diversity of plans, much confusion as to the underlying causes,
no general agreement as to what
is to ,be done and little coordination
of program and activity.

lh

$

THE PARTY FORMULATES

A HOUSING

I,
f,

PROGRAM

I I situation
l*t lrl l,l'
r In light
the Comof this
1

munisi Party of Cleveland fek it
could make a distinct contribution
to the housing fight bY making an
overall analysis of this. rather complex problem, bringing to light its
underlying causes, showing where
the main-responsibility lies and ad-

vancing a program of action. This
program wis hammered out in the
iouise of rather extensive debate
with the participation of a goodlY
section of our members active in their
communities.

Two extreme positions emerged
in the discussion. Some held to the
view that housing was primarilY

a

working-class problem affecting all

low-income gioups. They consid'
ered the underlying causes as being
the same for Negro and white Peo'
ple, seeing the only difference as one
of degree. This position was re'
jectedln favor of the view that the
source of the particular acuteness
of the Negro housing problem is to
be found in the system of segregation in housing which is fundamental to the whole iim-crow system in the North. That is why the
ruling class has fought so tenaciously
to preserve the system of iim-crow
housing. Hence, there can be no
real piogress on housing without
the elimination of the pattern of
housing segregation.
Otheis took the view that hous'
ing was primarily a problem for the
Negro people; that for the whites it

iii
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has been largcly solved. We re- worked out a program centerlng
The
iected this position as being fac- around two main Points: (r)
tually wrong and politically harm- need to End Housing Segregation
ful. An effective movement for bet- and build an integrated city, and for
ter housing requires a united strug: a City OrdinancefBanning Discrimi'
gle of Negro and white. White sup- nation in Housing; (z) For a large
port for such a fight cannot be won scale, low cost, public housing - pro'
primarily on humanitarian grounds, gram, to be fininced in Part bY a
but by demonstrating to the white $ro million bond issue. We Pointed
people concretely that this is in their out that ending segregation will not
own self interest and that of the of itself end all overcrowding and
slums so long as there are not
entire community.
In a widely distributed Open Let- enough low renl houses to go around.
W6 soon realized that this Program
ter To the Mayor and City Counnot fully adequate to the situawas
cil, we presented this matter as foltion. This was due to our failure
lows:
The plight of our Negro citizens is to take into consideration the spe'
a matter of deepest @ncern to their cial character and uaditions of
white neighbors, to the whole com- Cleveland. Ours is a city of small
munity. It's not only a matter of de- homeowners. Half of the PeoPle
cency and justice.
own their own homes and most
and white,
SEGREGATION HITS EVERYONE workers' families, Negro
own. The
of
their
home
to
a
aspire
IN THE POCKETBOOK
biE obstacle in their wav is their in'
Real estate sharks know no color ,bTlity to get low interest bank
line. Taking advantage of the housing loans. Despite all FHA and VA
crisis they fleece Negro and white alike.
measures, ii is the banks who have
They force white tenants out and rethe
last word as to whether building
place them with Negroes, often at a
would be granted and on
loans
5o/o ard more hike in rent. When
Negro tenants are compelled to pay what conditions. Hence, the big
exorbitant rentals, the rents of white problem was-how to b,reak the
deadening grip of the banks on
people also keep mounting.
Unscrupulous profiteers deliberately home-building; how to devise new
panic white homeowners into selling at sources of readily available low ina sacrifice, and then resell them to Ne-

buyers at a handsome profit. ., .,.
gro
- When
class-rooms are overcrowded,

when sewers overflow, when city services are taxed to the limit-all the
result of overcrowding-EVERYONE
sufiers.

As a rcsult of our discussion we

terest credit.

It

was thus necessary

to add a

third point to our program:

End

the Stranglehold of Banks on Loans

for

Homebuilding and Improvements. We proposed that half of thc
$ro million bond issuc bc uscd by

"q
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the city for low interest loans to be
made available to all persons regardless of race or color and with'
out any restrictions as to where the
homes are to be built.
As the Party clubs turned their
attention to developing housing activity in their respective communi'
ties, it was soon realized that a general program was not sufficient. In
view of the greatly varying housing
needs in each community, ward and
even block, it was necessary to also
develop local programs based on
the special needs of each community,
on pirtial and immediate aspecb of
the housing problem.
ROLE OF THE PARTY IN THE
HOUSING STRUGGLE
The public response to our housing

program was generally favorable
and

in many

quarters even enthusi-

astic. It made its imprint on the
municipal election campaign. Not
only were the views of the Left ac'
cepted, but in many instances known
representatives of the Left were wel'
comed to participate.
The question has been raiseddoes the Communist Party have a
special contribution to make to the
housing movementl In our opinion-yes. In making an overall
analysis of the housing problem,
laying bare its underlying class roots,
in developing a general program of
action (heretofore lacking), which
can provide a broad basis for united
effort, the Party has made a special

contribution to the housing fight.

We have made a sPecial contribution by showing the-broader implications of this hovement; the con'

The Party Crisis and the lllay

0ut:

Part I

nection between the struggle against

iim crow housing and the general
for civil rights which registered a new high mark in the

By WILLIAM

crusade

Battle of Little Rock.

We have a job to do'in combat'
irg race prejudice and further
stiengthening Negro and white
unitv- in thJ course of the housing
acd;ity. We have to show the relation between the monopolists' domination of our government, their
cold war policies and the emasculation of the public housing program.
As labor,- the Negro PeoPle and
middle-class elements ioin forces
against the main enemy of decent

housing-the banking interest$-

we can help them realize that it is
the same en.t ry who stands in the

way of all social progress, economic
security and peace. The housing
movement thus becomes an imPortant bridge towards building an anti'
monopoly coalition.
Finilly, the chronic natrre of the
housing'crisis, in times of boom and
bust; the failure of "private enterprise" to cope with this basic social
need; the incompatibility between
private profits and low-cost housing; the lack of social planningall these are powerful indictments
of the capitalist system. They provide us with singulariy telling arguments demonstrating the necessity
for socialism as the only social system under which our housing needs
can be basically solved.

Z.

FOSTER

I
fr

{,

During several days

in

October, the

Daily Worrter in New York

City, published a series of articles by the well-known Communist

#
iIi

leader,

Alexander Bittelman, in which an analysis was offered of the crisis in the
American Left and suggestions given as to how this might be overcome.
William Z. Foster, finding himself in disagreement with many of the
points_ made by Comrade Bittelman, prepared a reply which was originally
intended for the same paper. Meanwhile, however, it became necessarytemporarily it is hoped-to reduce the size of that paper to but four
pages; this has made impossible the publication of Comrade Foster's
reply in the paper. Knowing there would be widespread interest in the
views of William Z. Foster on the central questions discussed by Comrade
Bittelman, we bring these to our readers in the following pages.
Shortly after completing the work hereunder pu6liihed, Comrade
Foster, who has been seriotl*ly ill for years, suffered a ierebral hemorrhage.
But with the indomitable fighting will which has characterized his entire
career, Comrade Foster has been battling his way back to rocovery. We
know that all our readers, and additional multitudes throughout the
world, wish for him a speedy and complete return to acti,tity.-gS.

I. HOW THE

Party's r6th Convention. Now,

PARTY

WAS BUILT

therefore, despite any other consid

erations, the article cannot stand
without an adequate answer.
Before analyzing Comrade Bittelman's main thesis, however, it would
be well to consider the policies by
which the C.P.U.S.A. built itself
over the years, as these policies, in the
Bittelman articles, are very much
the subject of controversY. ht us
examine why, in earlier decades, the
Party was able to grow strong and
to become a real factor in the labor
movement, while all other Left

TnB sesrc rHrNG the Communist
Party of the United States needs is
an active development of mass work

and Party building.

At the same

time, theoretical clarity is necessary;

but

I did not find Comrade

man's articles

Bittle-

in the Daily Worfrer

to be serving either purpose. Ranging

throughout the Party's theory, history and practice, his articles constitute virtually a new thesis for the

Party; one which conficts at numerous points with the line of the
47
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groups remained stagnant and impotent. Manifestly, the reason for this
success did not lay in special en-

mav be listed for analysis, as having
b..n decitiue in the historY of the
Communist Party, particularly dur-

economic crisis to boom, to war, and

hira, Socialist PersPcctiue: Of
ffemendous impo'rtance in strength'
ening the work of the C.P.U.S.A
*m itt close sympathy with the first
countrv of Socialism, the U.S.S.R.

vironmental conditions, for these
were essentially identical for all Left
groups, varying as they did from
back to boom again. Decisive, instead, were the subjective factorsl
the policies used by the various
groups.

SEVEN

VITAL

PRINCIPLES

OF MARXISM.LEMNISM

IN

PRACTICE

The basic reasons why the Communist Party could build itself in
numbers and mass infuence over
this long and varied period were
three-fold. First, theoretically| the
Party was based upon the sound

principles

of

Marxism-Leninism,

which sum up the entire world

class

struggle experience oI the proletariat
and the scientific thinking of its great
leaders. Second, organizationally, as
well as politically, the C.P.U.S.A.
was what Lenin called "aParty of a
new type"l adapted to all the exigencies of the class struggle in the

ing its

successful decades.

The siruggles, hardships, and successes of the Soviet peoPle were a

was affiliated for zo years, had vari-

and its mass work.
The American workers did not

spirit.
T hird

supreme inspiration to the C.P.U.S.A.

and they also attracted to its ranks
the best fighters in the working
class. A fundamental advantage to

lar American democratic channels.
supreme theoretical weakness

of its great leader,
Lenin, whose writings were the meat
and drink of the Party. There were
also some important negative sides
to the Party's relationship toward

the Russian Revolution and Yet to
work out more specifically the prob'
able road to Socialism in the United
States. It was not until 1949 that this
most difficult of all the Party's theoretical problems was essentiallY
solved, by developing the perspective
of achieving Socialism in this country along parliamentarY channels
and relatively peacefully. This was
the most important theoretical advance ever made by the C.P.U.S.A.
on its own initiative. It opened uP
a whole new period of possibilities
of Party membership and united
front connections with masses of
workers hitherto repelled by the
Party's unacceptable conception of
the road to American Socialism.
Second: Proletarian international'
ism: L tower of strength to the
C.P.U.S.A. was its working relations
with other fighting working forces
all over the world. The Communist
International, to which our Party

For many years this remained the
of the
Party; its failure to absorb into its
policies what was fundamental in

theoretical work

the U.S.S.R., but these were far outweighed by the positive infuenccs
of the Revolution.
One of the serious negative efhcts
was due to our Party's failure to con-

duct a comradely criticism of the
weaknesses of that country. This
"everything-is-all-right" policy an-

period of imperialism. And third, tagonized many workers, who rightthe Party applied its Marxist-Lenin- ly believed that criticism was in orism in a spirit of active class struggle. der. But by far the most serious nega'
In order to learn just how these tive eflect upon the Parry in this
three basic Marxist-Leninist theories general respect was the Party's longand practices translated themselves continued sectarian tendency to apconcrctely into effective mass work ply too literally to the United States
and active Party building for the the experiences of the Russian RevoC.P.U.S.A., it is necessary to examine lution, especially in its agitation and
into their application in the class propaganda. This tendency was Par'
struggle over the decades in ques- ticularly harmful when the PartY
tion: Of these policies, at least seven undertook to explain how American

i
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Socialism would be brought about,
and also how that new system would
operate. Here the C.P.U.S.A. (like
all other Communist Parties) tended
to copy mechanically the Russian experience-Soviets, revolutionary strategy, and all. This error profoundly
hindered the growth of the Party
believe the assumption that Socialism
could not be achieved through regu-

our Party also stemming from
the Russian Revolution was the

CRISIS

our weaknesses (such as overcentralization), and these were harmful;

but on the whole the Comintern
was a big plus for the Party, in
maturing its Leninist ideology, edu-

iti cadres, and developing the
Party's international proletarian

cating

t Detnocratic centalisrni
This Leninist form of organization
was also a major asset to the Communist Party of the United States.
As other Communist Parties, the
C.P.U.S.A. made many mistakes in
this respect, with bureaucratic prac'
tices. Notwithstanding these short'

comings, democratic centralism, cven
in the limited forms in which we
achieved it, gave our Party a fighting capacity, discipline, and working
spirit that were the envy of every

element in the labor movement. In
its ability to move swiftly and resolutely as a unit, our Party had no
rival in the labor movement, and
this was a fundamental cause of its
relative success.
Fourth: National characteristics:
Almost from its inception, the C,ommunist Party made war against the
bourgeois theory of American exceptionalism, which holds that capitalism in this country is not capi.
talism at all; that American workers
are not real proletarians; and that
there are no social classes and no
class struggle in the United States.
Simultaneously, the Party paid relatively close attention to such im'
portant specific American national
characteristics as the fact that thc

5o

United States is the largest of all
capitalist countriesl the particular
qualities of U.S. monopoliesl the non-

Socialist ideology
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of the workersl

working

class and American national

interesti in the Party's fight to defeat
the war threat and McCarthyism.
He also forgets that what has been

the lack of a big Social-Democratic called the Party's Leftist leadership,
party; the higher living standards in 1948, developed the most imporof the workers; the national diversity tant break with sectarianism in the
of the working class; the special Party's history, namely the formuAmerican Negro question; and the lation of the parliamentary road to
specific American democratic and Socialism. His charge that the Party
revolutionary traditions. Here again, also overestimated the war danger
the Party made many errors, both and fascism stems from the Right
of omission and commission, and and has no truth in it. Korea, Indoof both a Right and "Left" nature, China, Egypt, the vast military maespecially in the realm of theory, chine of the United States, and the
and despite the good advice of Lenin. present tense world situation are the
Nevertheless, particularly in the most efiective answer to this.
Fifth: Th.e united front: This was
every-day class struggle, the Party
lived in the world of American po- one of the most productive policies
litical reality, and it based its im- in the whole arsenal of the C.P.
mediate demands and struggles gen- U.S.A., especially in the form of the
erally upon the actualities of the Left-Progiessive bloc in the trade
situation in the United States. The unions. This Leninist strategy enC.P.U.S.A. was actually more Amer- abled the Communists to unite with
ican in its mass work than any other other progressive forces in a way
Left group in this country, all as- that was equaled by no other tensertions to the contrary notwith- dency in the labor movement. As
standing.

Comrade Bittelman is only partly
correct when he says that the Party
"went overboard" in a Leftist di-

rection after it defeated Lovestone's
opportunism in 1929. Only a year
after this, in the vast unemployment
movement of the r93o's, the Party

conducted some of the biggest
mass struggles in its entire history. And Bittelman is largely incorrect when he says that the PartY
also "went overboard" after defeating Browder's Revisionism in 1945'
Here he ignores the fundamental

usual, however, gross mistakes were
made, mainly, but not always, in a
sectarian way, such as our disastrous
splits with the Fitzpatrick and LaFollette groups in the big labor party

movement

of

tgzz-24. Despite all

these weaknesses, however, we built
our Party primarily with the great

united front policy of a Left-Progressive bloc in the trade unions.
Count the united front, therefore,
especially in the unions, as one of
the most fundamental reasons for
the growth of the Communist Party.
Sixth: The uanguard role: The

Party's realization

of this

basic Le-

ninist principle of Party work, was
of the most decisive reasons
for its considerable measure of succcss. To realize this, all we have to
do is to think back to the Party's

lulso one

numberless pioneering

fights-to or-

ganize the unorganized,

to

defend
the rights of the Negro people, to
secure relief and insurance for the

unemployed during the great economic crisis, to establish democracy

tr
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guished
iarhen

for

self+riticism, especially

it came to its leaders admit-

tine their

personal mistakes; but
degree that it did

.rJ., in the limited

practice self-criticism, this gave our
i'"rty , big advantage over all other

Left

groupings.

PARTY-BUILDING IN
MASS STRUGGLE

The relative success of the PartY's
mass struggles over the Years was
based upon the generally correct aP
olication of the above seven funda-

and honest leadership in the trade
runions, and to win many a hardfought strike. In such struggles, it *.rtrl Marxist-Leninist principles,
was commonplace for the Party to especially in trade-union work. In'
stand at the head of the workers detd, the Party built itself mainlY
idcologically, and more than once, with its generally sound practical
as among the unemployed, organi' trade-union policy. This policy in its
zationally as well. The Party's van- immediate sinse, had its roots in the
guard role among the Negro people pre-Party work of the Foster-|ohnin struggle was outstanding, especial- ione group in the Chicago FederaIy in contrast with the A. F. of L. tion of Labor. By the time the PartY
and the Socialist Party. Such mili- was founded, this group had alreadv
trnt and fearless leadership and po- carried through the national organilitical initiative clearly were among zation o[ thJ meat-packing workers
the most fundamental reasons, de- (zoorooo members) and the national
spite the usual crop of shortcom- steel workers (367,ooo) and a ro-year
ings, why the C.P.U.S.A. was in a fight against dual unionism, one ot
class by itsel{ on the Left in its thl worst sectarian mistakes ever
ability to attract members and to made by the Left-a fight which was
broughi to a victorious conclusion
win mass infuence.
Seuenth: Self-criticisrz: This is one bv the publication in rgzo of Lenin's
of the most dynamic and efiective cfastic^i work, "Left-'Wing" Cotn'
of all the Leninist organizational munism: An Infantile Disorder.The
principles. The analysis and admis- Foster-Johnstone group were syndision of errors gives an enormous calists and as such held many wrong
advantage to Communist Parties theories; but, as has often haPPened
ovcr other political organizations. It in our Party's history, this did not
frrcilitates the overcoming of short- prevent them from cirrying through
comings and the prevention of others. many relatively correct immediate'
tne e.P.U.S.A. was never distin- demind campaigns. TheY joined the

I
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Party early in tgzr, and from then
on led its trade-union work.
The development of' the Trade
Union Educational League after rgzr

marked the beginning of efiective
Communist work in the trade unions. It was based upon a LeftProgressive (Center) united front,
with a militant vanguard trend. It
was also animated with a keen sense
of American reality in labor's struggle for immediate demands. Coming
upon the scene, as it did, in the crisis
period for the trade unions of the
big post-World War I employer offensive against organized labor, the
T.U.E.L. made a strong and immediate impression upon the hardpressed labor movement with its
militant campaigns. Consequendy,
within 18 months sorne 2rooorooo
organized workers-over half of the
whole trade-union movement-{ndorsed the T.U.E.L.'s central slogan
for the amalgamation of the trade
unions into industrial organizations.
Almost as great a success was had
with the T.U.E.L.'s other major slo'
gans, "For a Farmer-Labor Party,"
"Organize the Unorganized," and
"Recognize Soviet Russia."
These broad mass movements of
the T.U.E.L. quickly broke the previous isolation of the Communist
Party and brought it right into the
heart of the living class struggle.
The Party moved its headquarters
from New York to Chicago, developed united front relations with the
Fitzpatrick forces, and at once became an important factor in thc
strong Farmerlabor party move-

ment of thc pcriod. Howcvcr, the
unfortunate splits with the Fitzpat'
rick and La Follette forces in rg23Leftist errors which the Party's tradeunion leaders, among others, oPposed---cost the Party and the
T.U.E.L. much of their previous mass
gains.

in the ensuing years
great
economic crash of
up to the
October, :,929, the T.U.E.L. led many
Nevertheless,

important trade-union

struggles.
These included the united front elec-

campaigns in the CarPenters,
Machinists, Needle Trades, Miners,

tion

and other organizations-in

the

U.M.W.A., for example, the LeftProgressive bloc, with three district
presidents on its national slate, actually polled more votes than did
]ohn L. Lewis; but it was counted
out of the election. There were also
many big strikes, among them those
of the New York Fur Workers and
Cloakmakers; the several strikes of
Textile workers in Passaic, New
Bedford, Lawrence, Gastonia, and
elsewhere, as well as other important

strikes-all conducted in the mili-

tant pioneering spirit of the T.U.E.L.
industrial unions and, of course, the
Party. A basic achievement of the
Party in this period of flush prosperity was its persistent and eflective
struggle against the intense class col-

laboration of the trade union leaders and against the current "new

capitalism" illusions, which were
akin to the "people's capitalism" and
"welfare state" illusions of the present time. In this key fight thc C.P.
was clearly the ideological leadcr of

the American labor movement.
During the early rgzo's the Party,
with its characteristic vanguard
spirit, revolutionary enthusiasm, and
grasp of immediate economic and
political: realities in the United
States, began its historical struggle
for Negro rights and against every
manifestation of ]im Crowism. F{ere
serious theoretical and tactical . errors were made, such as Pepper's advocacy of a Negro republic in the
South, but the hampering effects of

these general errors were

at

best

partly overcome by the splendid fight

of the Party for the Negro people's
elementary human demands. For
example, the Party's gallant struggle
for the Scottsboro boys set the pace
not only for the trade-union move-

ment, but also for the Negro organi-
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demonstration of March 6, r93owhich brought r,25o,ooo unemPloYed
to the streets-was organized, and
during the next three years literally
hundreds of local, state, and national

hunger marches, many

of

theq

splendidly organized, were carried
tirrough. The Communists quicklY
became the recognized leaders among

the vast millions of the unemployed.
The "secret" of these big successes
by the Party was its application -of
the seven basic Leninist principles
above referred to-including the van-

guard role, Party disciPline, the
united front, proletarian interna'
tionalism, and an appreciation of the
national characteristics of the Amer-

ican class struggle.

When the C.I.O. forces, in 1935,
began their historic drive to organ-

ize the basic industries, the Com'
munist Party, fully grasping the sigParty, during these years, laid much nificance of the issues involved, was
of the political basis for the present ready for the campaign. The
strong political thrust of the Negro T.U:U.L. promptly liquidated itself, its forces joined the A. F. of L.
people,
zations and the liberal groupings.

By its brave and alert fight,

the

When the great economic crisis of
the Communist Party
also rose splendidly to the occasion.
Its long training in trade-union work
now stood it in good stead. It came
forward as the ideological and organizational leader of the huge armies
of semi-starving workers. Its militant advocacy of unemployment insurance and relief put both the
A. F. oI L and the'socialist Party
r9z9 ibroke,

ro the" btuifr. Through the Tradl
Union'Unity League (T.U.U.L.),
which was the old T.U.E.L. reorganized in ;929, the big unemployed

nnions, without conditions, and the
entered into practical united

Left

front working arrangements with the

C.I.O. leaders. Here, the wide exof local coniacts in the open shop industries,
the vanguard spirit, and the sense of
grass roots realism, if not alwaYs
theoretical clarity, of the Communists made them the most effective
organizers in this historic struggle.
Communist pamphlets on the techniques of trade-union organization
were used as textbooks in manY
C.I.O. organizing committees, Hun-

perience, the thousands
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of Communists, trained in the
of the T.U.E.L.
and T.U.U.L., were members of the
local and national organizing stafls

dreds

trade-union work

in

steel, auto, rubberr needle, textile,

maritime, and other industries. The
epoch-making success of the great
movement and the growth of the

powerful progressive wing of the
C.I.O., were testimonials to the correctness of the organizing line followed by the Left-Progressive bloc
and the Communist Party.
One of the major associated developments in the establishment of
the CIO was the raising of the Negro struggle to new heights by the
admission of large numbers of Negro workers into the trade unions,
and some into union leadership. It
was the successful culmination of
years of tireless and devoted pioneer
work by the Communists, and this
fact was recognized, especially by
the Negro people. There was alsq
in this general period, the develop
ment of the enormous youth moYement, involving several millions of
young people, and in which the
militant Young Communist League,
headed by Comrade Gil Green, was
admittedly a dynamic factor.
The latter r93o's were the period
of the developing struggle against
Hitler's fascism, and the Communist
Party proved itself to be equal also
to this basic test. Flere again, the
Communists' international relations,
their customary vanguard spirit, their
efiective Party discipline, their united
front policy, and their realistic ap-

praisal

of

American needs

in the

THE PARTY

complex world struggle against fascism, were of inestimable value in
the Party's very eflective participation in this great life and death struggle. Of course, serious errors were
made, but who can doubt the validity and great effectiveness of the
Party's general fight in this periodl

In line with its bioad

Leninist

program of uniting with all other
progressive forces, the Party in the
crucial elections of. ry36, gave prac-

tical support to the candidacy of
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Very significant was it that Earl Browder, whom
the Right in our Parry is rrying ro
build up as a super-effective mass
leader, vigorously opposed the policy

of this

support for Roosevelt. He
for launching a Farmer-Labor
ticket, and he never gave up this
idea until he was completely defeated. Had this grave error been
made it would have disastrously
isolated the Communist Party. It was
on the basis of the informal united

was

front with the Roosevelt forces that

the Party very efiectively fought side
by side with them all through World
War II. An example of the Party's
vanguard role in this broad united

front

combination was its tireless
and successful fight for the Second

Front.

It

was through such sound polin the trade-union
field, that the Communist Party
built up its numerical strength and
mass influence. With its eventual
B5,ooo members, the Communist
Party had several times more affiliates and a vastly greater mass infuicies, particularly

all the other Left grouPs
put together, including the Socialist
Fr.tr. If the Partv did not make a
better showing in'political elections,
this was partly due to the strong
grip the two party system had uPon
ihe workers, but mainly because the
masses were repelled by the PartY's
I-eftist conception of the American
road to Socialism, which theY considered to be for the violent overthrow of the government.
Most of the errors made bY the
Party over the years in the application'of its policies have been in the
direction of theoretical dogmatism
and Left-sectarian policies in practice. These "LefC' errors were very
damaging in the Party's work. But
while"coirbatting such "Left" shortcomines, let us not forget that the
Parry also suflered severelY from
Right mistakes. The Right opportunism of Pepper and Lovestone deePly hurt the Party, and so did the
crass Revisionism of Browder. Browder's opportunism, which came to
a climix in his notorious Teheran
thesis of late 1943, was already definitely damaging the Party from 1936
on. Also, let ui note that the PartY,
in the current Revisionism of Comrade Gates, is experiencing the most
serious political error in its entire
ence than

history.
The basic thing to grasP

in all the

foregoing analysis is that the main
strbjictive force which made it possible for the Party to grow in numhers and infuence was the fact that
the Party operated in practice upon

the foundation of Marxism-Lenin-

,5
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ism, concretizedby the seven Lenin-

ist principles enumerated above, despite the Party's very imperfect aP
plication

of

them.

II. THE

DEVELOPMENT
OF THE PARTY CRISIS

During the period of the Cold
'War, roughly from 1947 until the
present date, the Communist PartY
lost very heavily in members and
mass influence. These losses have
not been due to an inherent decline
in efticiency of the several Leninist
workinq principles, which, as we
have shown, made possible the building of the Party over the years. The
Party crisis will be found to be based
upon other factors, obiective and suh'
jective, which we shall examine.

a)

Prosperity illusions: First and
of the obiective factors in
creating the Party crisis have been
the corroding efiects of the longcontinued upward swing of Ameri-

foremost

can imperialism. Since r94o, the
United States, basically as a result
of World War II and the aftermath
rebuilding, has been passing through

an unprecedented industrial boom,
and with relatively steady employment. Besides, the bourgeoisie has
been compelled to improve economic
conditions for large sections of the
working class, wage increases tvere
won fairly easily, etc. This situation

has created powerful "prosperitv il-

lusions" among the workers, exby political comPlacency,
i'welfare state," "people's capitalism," etc., to the general eflects that
there will be no more economic
pressed

56

that mass unemployment is
now a thing of the past, that capitalism is automatically developing
into a progressive regime with a
beneficent government, that Socialism is not necessary, and the like.
Such illusions were characteristic
also of the upswing periods of imperialism in Great Britain, Germany,
lapan, France, and other major capitalist countries-except that the situation is more exaggerated in the
United States than it has ever been
in any other country. These enervating prosperity illusions, although obviously not strong enough to prevent
the growth of trade unionism, nevertheless tend to soften the fighting
spirit and Socialist perspectives of
the workers. The Communist Party
membership and leadership, as we
have learned in the Party crisis, is
by no means immune to prosperity
illusions. These are all the more
prevalent and injurious in our Party
in view of its weak social composition-too few industrial workers,
Negroes, youth, and women-and
the relatively low theoretical level
of the Party. Capitalist prosperity illusions have been very basic, therefore, in provoking the present crisis
in the Party.
Comrade Bittelman is profoundly
incorrect when he brushes aside
prosperity illusions as unimportant
in causing the Party's crisis, saying:
". . . the economic situation by itself
could not and did not influence the
development of the Party crisis." The
Party's national convention, correctly, held quite a diflerent viewpoinr,

crises,
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warning sharply of the need to combat prosperity illusions, both within
and without the Party.
b) The Stalin reuelations: Funda-

mental, toq as a subjective factor
in developing the Party crisis were
the revelations of the Stalin "cult of
the individual" in the U.S.S.R., exposed by Khrushchev at the zoth
Congress of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union in February,
1956. The shocking story of bureaucracy and brutality there unfolded undoubtedly shook the Socialist faith
of numbers of Communists in the
capitalist countries, not the least in
the United States. This shock was
deepened by the developments in
Hungary in November, 1956, when
the Soviet Army was called upon,
as a "grim necessity," to stamp out

the

counter - revolution, basically
organized by agents of American imperialism. The negative results of the Stalin revelations were
all the more marked in the United
States because of the already prevailing crisis conditions in the Communist Party.
c) The Gouernment persecution:

A

basic factor, objective

in nature,

in creating the crisis in the C.P.U.S.A.
was the prolonged and bitter persecution of the Communist Party
by the government, local, state, and

national from 1948 to 1955: with
wholesale arrests of leaders, iailings,
deportations, discriminations in industryr the formal oudawing of the
Party, etc., directed against Communist Party members and sympathizers-all of which was carried

out under conditions of pro-war hys

teria and malignant

McCarthyism.

fascist-like

Not surprisingly, un'

der these terror conditions large
numbers of members dropped out
of the Party, mass contacts were
weakened, the Party organization
was disrupted, and the whole work
of the Party was made vastly more
difficult.

d) Leltist errolsi The

increasing-

ly difEcult position of the Party
also considerably worsened by

was
sev-

eral serious errors made by the Party
leadership during the cold war pe'

riod. Under the terror situation,
these errors tended, in the main, to
be Left-sectarian in character, even

though the Party was by no means
led by those who are now called
Leftists and who are being blamed

for the errors. During such a long
period and under such extremely
difrcult conditions, it was not surprising that serious errors were
made. The three most imPortant er-

rors of the cold war period were !
a) The organization of the Progres'
sive Party during the 1948 election
campaign, a step which the Communist Party supported. To have the
Wallace peace ticket in the field was

correct,

but for that Party to

be

launched without the necessary labor
backing was wrong. This incorrect
move tended greatly to isolate the
Left forces in the trade unions. b)
'fhe failure of the Party actively to
adopt and support the proposition
of presenting to the masses thc perspcctive of a parliamentary and rela-

tivcly pcaceful road to Socialism in
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the United States-a matter which
had been raised in the Party. This
serious political Leftist error greatly
worsened the position of the Party
before the masses and in the courts,

it was being specifically
charged with conspiring to advocate
especially as

the violent overthrow of the United
States Government. c) The excessive security regulations adopted by

the National Board in r95o. This
wrong move further cut into the

Party's gradually declining membership and it also weakened its mass
contacts. Further errors can be cited
in specific fields of Party work, as
among the Negro people, etc. Doubly
difficult was the work of applying
the Party's peace policy, because the
overwhelming mass of the American people believed the Soviet Union

(and Communists generally) to be
for the threatening war

responsible
danger.

Errors were also made in the vital
trade-union field, usually, but not
always, of a Left-sectarian character.
Totally unjustified, however, were
the reckless efforts of the Right to
fasten the blame upon the Party for
the great C.I.O. split in 1949, with
the expulsion of eleven progressive
unions with almost r,ooo)ooo members. This split, which developed in
almost every capitalist country and

which ruptured the great World
Federation of Trade lJnions, was organized by the State Department
and its labor allies as a basic phasd
of monopoly capitalism's pro-war
program. The progressivc forces in

the C.I.O., as in all other afiectcd

tl,
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countries, did everything possible to
avert the split, if not always skil-

fully.
The combined effect of these various errors and shortcomings of the
Party, and of the other crisis factors,
was seriously to weaken the Party
in its membership and mass contacts. But when the terror period
came virtually to a close after the
Geneva conference ot ry55 and it
became possible for the Party to func-

tion in a more normal manner, the
Party was by no means yet in crisis.
Although greatly reduced in size and
mass inlluence, the Party's morale
remained high. This was because,
in fighting valiantly, as it did,
against malignant McCarthyism and
the threatening danger of an atomic
world war, a fight which was praised
all over the world, the Party felt
that it was acting both in the interest of the American people and in
accordance with the best traditions
of Marxism-Leninism-as indeed it

was-and

it was inspired

and

strengthened thereby. Its unity remained strong, its outlook clear, and
its fighting spirit undaunted. But a

new factor was soon to develop,
one that, within the framework of
the other crisis factors, was to demoralize the Party and to throw it
into deep crisis. This was the swift
growth of a powerful Right-Revisionist trend

in the Party.

THE

DISASTROUS EFFECTS
OF RIGHT REVISIONISM
Revisionism in the C.P.U.S.A. was

generated, basically,

as

remarked

above, by the upswing

of

Americe.'.

imperialism and the long-continued
industrial boom, with ensuing "prosperity illusions," plus the low theoietical level in the Party. It expressed

itself in moods and theories to the
efiect that capitalism, particularly
in the United States, has substantially overcome its inner and outer contradictions and was evolving more
or less spontaneously in a progressive
direction. The United States and
other big capitalist countries were
assumed to be in a new period in
which monopoly capital had lost
most of its malignancy, power, and
political control; its erstwhile drive
for world conquest did not exist; the
war danger, as a serious menace,
had disappeared; the class struggle
was greatly softened, and the political road to "socialism" was to be
an easy advance for the workers.
This rvas the "new capitalism" of
the rgzo's and the "progressive capitalism" of the Roosevelt period
brought up to date; the opportunism
of Lovestone and Browder adapted
to the cold war period. The first
general current expression of this
latest edition of Revisionism was
contained in the article in Por-rrrcer,
Arrarns of November, 1956, written
by Comrade John Gates, and entitled, "Time For a Change."
The Revisionists drew many
sweeping conclusions from their
main political position. The Communist Party was declared obsolete
and in need of being replaced,
either by a "political action association" or by a "new mass party of

Socialism." Marxism-Leninism was
dubbed "Left-sectarian" in the United States and was to be abandoned
for a colorless Social Democratic

"Marxismr" without Lenin. All
policies based upon the perspective
of an active class struggle were declared out of place, and they had to
be supplanted by policies essentially
class collaborationist in nature. This
Revisionism grew quickly and soon
it came to dominate most of the staff
of the Daily Worfter, a majority of

to r on the New York State
it had a strong following in various other state com-

27

Committee, and

of the Party.
In order to put through their obvious program of liquidationism,
the Revisionists carried on a very

mittees

active campaign to discredit the past,
present, and future of the Commu-

nist Party. The general idea seemed
to be that if they could make the
Party members lose faith in the

Party, they would be disposed to
give up the Party and Marxism-Leninism and accept the substitute organizations and policies of the
Right. To this end, in estimating the
policies of the cold war period, the
l{ight multiplied "errors" in every
direction. Violating the principle of
self-criticism, every conceivable real
rnd imaginary mistake was distortcrl or manufactured and then paradcd to the disadvantage of the Party's
rcputation. Party achievements were
bclittled or ignored outright. The
Party was thrown into a fever of exnggeration of Left-sectarian errors,
with the Right danger carefully
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shielded from all criticism. The cen'
tral theme of this organized defeat'
ism and liquidationism was that the

Communisi Party and MarxismLeninism had to be abandoned in
favor of opportunistic substitutes.
Concretely, the Right attacked
Marxism-Leninism, not onlY in general, but specifically in all its various aspects, as indicated above.
That is: (a) the Socialist perspective
of the Party was blasted bY sniPing
attacks against the U.S.S.R., esPe.cially with regard to Hungary; (b)
Prolltarian internationalism was belittled in favor of a lopsided and
opportunistic presentation of national interests; (c) Democratic centralism was rigorously condemned
as fatal to Socialist democracYl
(a) The Party's essentially healthy
struggle against American exceP
tionilism was condemned and undermined; (e) The vanguard role
of the Party was discarded and declared without further validity in
the face of the "ideological maturity" of the trade unions and other
mass organizations, about the onlY
vanguard function left to the Party
being that of advocating Socialism;
(f) The united front, especially the
Left-Progressive bloc in the trade
unions, was discredited and abandoned, upon the theory that there
were no longer broad Right, Center,
and Left currents in the labor move-

ment; (g) Self-criticism was made
a mockery of by being used as a'

for a full-scale ideological attack upon the Party.
During the Revisionist ofiensive

basis

tu
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the Labor-Farmer Party slogan was
also virtually discarded. The thinking
behind this action was : (a) an opportunistic acceptance of the Democratic Party as the Party of the
working class, and (b) a consideration of the correct Labor-Farmer
Party slogan as a rival to the liquidatory slogans for the political action
association and for the new mass
party of Socialism. It is on the basis
of a common fight for a LaborFarmer Party and for labor's immediate demands, that the C.P.U.S.A.
should be cooperating with other
Left groups, and not simply to advocate Socialism or to try to organize
a new Social-Democratic party.
In the Party's difficult situation,
the Revisionist campaign of liqui
dationism did very great harm. This
in fact, is what immediately precipitated the Party into crisis. The most
profound confusion and pessimism
penetrated the ranks of the Party.
All told, several thousand members
quit it in frustration and despair.
Never before has any Communist
Party so suicidally torn itself apart.
Veteran Party members, who had
bravely withstood the violent persecution by the government, and who
had kept their political balance in
the face of the Stalin revelations, collapsed under the destructive ideological offensive from the Right.
Various Party and other Left institutions, which had remained unshaken under the worse blasts of the

political conditions had gready improved. This was the tragic fate of
ihe splendid Jeflerson School, the
California Labor School, the DailY
Pcople's Woild and the Labor Youth
perished under
League-all of which -Key

the"Right

offensive.

journals

and other vital institutions are also
imperiled by it. The substance of
the present crisis is that the Party
is deeply sick with a heavy attack
of Right Revisionism. It is an untenabli excuse for the Right to claim,
as Comrade Bittelman does, that
the Party crisis was inevitablewhich it was not.
Comrade Bittelman, in his ar'
ticles, grealty understates the danger
of Revisionism in the Party. In fact,
he brushes it aside with the comment
that its proposal, from which he
mildly demuis, was "to leave Marxist-Leninist theory alone for the moment and let life speak for itself."
Of course, there was no such Pro'
posal whatever made in the PartY.
Instead, there were definite attempts
backed with great energy, to liquidate the Party as such and to cut
the heart out of its Marxist-Leninist
theory. If the Right could have had
its way-which fortunately the Party
membership prevented-our Party
and its theory would have been destroyed. In this sharp struggle, the
Left was the real spokesman for the
Party members in their determination to keep our Party intact upon
a Marxist-Leninist basis. Comrade
McCarthy terrorism, crumbled under Bittelman makes a serious error in
the liquidationism of the Revision- so slightly passing over this fundaists, even though, in the meantime, mental situation. If he goes easy

on the Right, howcver, he

takes

many sharp and uniustified cuts at
the Left.

The uncertain line followed by
Comrade Dennis has also done much

to

deepen and prolong

the

crisis. While he has opposed

Party

in writ-
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forces in thc United States-all of
which ouestions had been distorted
by the night. Some elements of Re'
visionism did, however, manage to
cling to the main resolution of the
convention, such as a Poor sum-up
of Social-Democracy, a faulty statement of the vanguard role of the

iug some of the worst crudities of
Comrade Gates-the political ac- Communist Party, a dubious outline
tion association, the incorrect stand of trade-union policy, and a serion Hungary, and the coddling of ously deficient analysis of the shortthe anti-Communist, Clark-Dennis comings and achievements of the
-during
the cold war Period.
has never taken a firm stand against Party
In its r6th national convention
Revisionism, a course which has
tended to appease and conciliate it. the Party gave a strong political setThe r6th national convention of back to Right Revisionism; neverthe C.P.U.S.A., held in February, theless, the Right has remained in-

trenched organizationally throughout the Party. Together with its conciliators, it is now very strong in all
the leading committees of the Party,
and this is also true in various state
nist Party; it reiterated its support committees. Its main strength is
of the basic principles of Marxism- that it controls and uses the DailY
Leninism as "universally valid"; it Worrter as its special mouthpiece.
portrayed American imperialism as This continuing Right strength orseeking to dominate the world, and ganizationally is a basic reason why
it warned against the continuing war the Party has not been making a
danger. The convention also took a more rapid recovery from its serious
correct position on such important crisis, as it operates to block the aptlreoretical and practical questions as, plication of the sound policies of
thc comradely criticism of other ihe r6th national convention. The

tg57, gave a sharp rebufi to the Revisionist agitation going on in the
Party. It adopted a ringing declaration for the continuation and the
vigorous rebuilding of the Commu-

Oommunist Parties and the countries
of Socialism, the practice of more po-

litical initiative by the C.P.U.S.A.,
lnd the development of friendly and
cooperative relations with other Left

whole Communist world remarks
this Revisionism in our Party, but
our leadership tries to deny it or
to hide it.

Thc concluding section ol Comrade Foster's article, entitled "Thc
Roatl Aheail," will bc published it the ncxt issuc.-Ed.
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IN OUR T!rulf;

Tnr ESTEEMED commentator,
"T.R.B.," in Thc Netu RePublic

(Nov. 25, 1957) noted the accumulating signs of economic difficulties
and agreed that a "recession" was
here. He went on to say:
We think the recession was unnecessary. The country has huge reserve
productive capacity and huge consurner
demand and there is no reason except
an artificial one why they can't meet.

The columnist left this "artificial"
reason somewhat obscure. APParently it is indelicate to call it by its

BY

mounting danger to the entire national
il a relatiuely feu indiaiduals

uonorny

.chould decide, lor ruhateuer reason, to
misuse their control ouer the lifeblood
ol our economy.*

"Free enterprisel' is the term which

There is also a growing body of
literature recognizing another basic
Marxist insight-the tendency tgwards increasing identification of
government and Big Business, as
monopolization intensifies. This is
one of the central points in Lauren
Srrth's work oL Falffi Trouble (revicwed in our October number by
lirik Bert), which demonstrates the
gr()ss government favoritism shown
Io the largest commercial farms.
'l'his is markedly present, of course,
in industry. There the tax, depletion,
irmortization, tarifi, and procurement
policies of the government complctely favor the greatest corpora-

we use most-frequently

in

describing

ourselves and our economic system,
but surely the term "responsible enterprise" wbuld be equally accurate. In
usins it we merely examine the thing
f.oni its other side. The other standard
phrase, "private enterpriser" suffers, I
ihirrk, frott its suggestions of exclusiveness and the implication that its activ'
itv is no one's business but its own. We
ali krro* that that is a misleading implication (lJ. S. News u World Report,
Feb. zz, 1957).
Obs.iu., on.e again, the absence of

that naughty ten-letter word.

Ac-

tually, the word does need modifying
these days, but calling it "PeoPle's

Hyman Lumer. So manifest is this
process, however, and so threatening is it to elementary conce-pts of
dernocracy that a man like former
tal realities of life. Recently, for Senator Herbert H. Lehman publicly
example, B. Brewster ]ennings, expresses his grave concern at the
Chairman of the Board, SoconY- accelerated rate of Big-Business merweighed three gers, especially among monster
Mobil Corporation,
-t
alternative a-.s within one brief banks. He finds "the end result" to

ingeniously at camoufaging the ugly
word, that it is no wonder some very
knowledgeable people have permitted
themselvis to forget the fundamen-

be:
6z
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a more highly centralized control of an article in the liberal Catholic
tlrc nation's financial system, with weekly, The Commonweal (Novem-

HERBERT APTHEKER

name. I am moved, nevertheless,
to name the arvful "reason." Still, capitalism" will not do; monoPolY
to spare "T.R.B.," we will put it in caoitalism will.
Th. .*t..rt ^nd realitY of this
the iorm of a riddle; PerhaPs he can
fieure it out: The "reason's" name monopolization has been documented
,t]arts with a C and has ten letters most recently and most persuasively
bv Victor Perlo in his EmPire ol
in it.
Of course, the Madison Avenue Hish Finance, reviewed in the Ocexperts have labored so intensely and tob".r issue of this magazine, bY

paragraph.

IN

t

irrns.

For a survey of "the government
promotor" of Monopoly in Ameri'rr, readers are referred to the book
(Macmillan, N. Y, $5.oo) by that
titlc-its sub-title is the quoted words
by Professor Walter Adams (of
:r:i

Michigan State University) and Hor-

M. Gray (o{ the University of
Illinois). So glaring is this favorit-

rucr:

ism, and so notorious is the identificrrtion in terms of personnel betwccn Big Businessmen and decisive
llovcrnmental figures, that one finds
la-u"r,

Dortim of the speech
in ThZ Neu Leadq (N. Y,,

considerable

rrkcr up three

pases

Arril 29, 1957); but the italicized words were
rrrrritcd from this version. They appear in
tlrc N. Y. Tines, Aptil 3, 1957.,

ber B, ry57) concluding: "The suspicion must persist in the minds of
many that an alliance is being forged
between government and corporate
power."*

***
The obverse side of monopoly capi-

talism is mass deprivation. While
much of the literature of the past
has denied the existence of the former, it has "forgotten" the presence
of the latter.
It is true that the available resources, physical plant, and productivity of the United States are the
greatest in the world. This, plus
certain favoring historical conditions

(especially, but not exclusively, separation from the devastations of two
World Wars, and the garnering of
immense profits therefrom), together with the results of imperialist
exploitation, make possible in our
country a higher standard of living,
in terms of physical perquisites, than
exists anywhere else.

We do not here consider such
matters as insecurity, speed-up, corruption, inadequate educational and
medical facilities, crime, immorality,
mental illness, alcoholism, drug-addiction-not to mention such an
P"r,io*a is ttrc

iust

published government

study: Congrest and tbe Monopoly Problem
( Sup't. of Doruments, \7rohington, l2), * m-.
sive work summuiziog maior legislative data on
anti-trust laws through 1956 atd listing all antitrust proseotions. Se also the apologia for the
failure of thc iudiciary to enfo:ce mtitrust legislation: Milton S, Handler, Aatitr*st ia Pet$ectiae (Columbia Univ. Press, f3).

I
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abomination as racism-all of which,
of course, directly efiect standard of
living in any rounded, human sense,
and in all of which the United States
is among the "leaders."* But in the
sense oI physical provisions, and
only in that sense, the standard of
living in our country is the highest
in the world.
Nevertheless, there

is the sharpest

kind of inequality in the distribution of wealth here, and there are
large layers of the population who
live in the most terrible poverty.
And when we speak of the impoverished in the United States, we do
not have in mind "pocketsr" as is
sometimes stated; we mean layers.

But while mentioning

"pocketsr"
there are such particular sore spots,

which generally go unreported or
very poorly reported in the overall
official figures but which nevertheless number many hundreds

sands

of

of thou-

people enduring unspeak-

able conditions. There are,

for

ex-

ample, the 35o,ooo American Indians, whose life expectancy is under zo years (that of the white
American is 69), whose food, clothing, housing, education and health
approximate those of South African
workers, and who are held, as Carlos B. Embry shows inhis Ametica's

IDEAS

Conccntration CamPs (David Mc'

"in virtual ecoKav. N. Y., $a.so)
,ro*i., social, - poiiti."l, and legal
slavery." Or, thele are the ennobling
lives pursued by the literally uncount& drousands making uP the
scores of "skid rows" in every maior
American city. One of.the few studies seriously'investigating the men
and women utterly broken and discarded by capitalism is Sara Haruis'
recent Sftid Row, [JS.A. (Double'
day, N. Y., $g.ZS).
ijrt *. spoke of inequalitY and
of povertyr it tetms of whole levels
of ihe population. As to inequality,
considei ihis factr The Federal Re'
serve Board reported that as of the
end of 1955, the top ro Per cent of

American families owned 65 per cent

of all family-held liquid assets; the
bottom 40 per cent owned less than
r per cent. Or, as to savings:-Bzzsl'niss Weeft (June 16, 1956) declared:
"At income'levels below the $7,5oo

mark, savings are trivial." Trivial,
indeed-in most cases theY are non'
existent, and, in fact, are less than
zero, For, in the case of self-employed Americans having yearly inLomes below $4,ooo, they operated
on an average yearly deficit of $7o6;
and of others with incomes below

$4,ooo-that is, salaried workersthey ended their year with an average deficit of $r49. No wonder out'
standing personal loans

in

1956 came

r For somc date on this, sce dre editorial,
"Suicide, Homicidc & Beer" ir Tbc Neu RcOtblh, SeDt. 9, 1917. Readers will also 6nd

to some six billion dollars, more

Diakine, by thc wcll-known Canadians, Char-

r950.

very usdul, Caca, Smoking, Hett-Ditcsc,
lotrc and Dyson Crter (Northetn Book Hous,

Torooto, $1.60).

than twice what

it

had been in

As to income as a whole' we must

IN

here be quite brief (much data,
1955, will be found in Labor

through

Research Association's indispensable

I-abor Fact Booft No, 13, lnte.national Publishers,- N. Y.,"gz). Suflicc it to say thar the U.S. Gnsus
llureau released illuminating statistics concerning this on September
.h 1957, but the press of thC nation
was very nearly unanimous in finding the data not "news fit to be
printed." These government figures
--always leaning towards minimizing poverty, and presenting income
hclore taxes-showed that I per cent
of the nation's families had incomes
of $ro,ooo or more; 20 per cent had
total gross incomes of less than $zrooo:' 43 per cent had incomes under
$4,ooo; and that the median family
income-before taxes-in 19156 cami
to $4,783. The median farm family
income was $zr37r; the median fam-

ily income for the r7 million Negro
half that of ihe

1rcople was abour

white family.
The data show enormous inequal-

ity in
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pacity and consumer demand is mo-

nopoly capitalism. This system is
woefully deficient in terms of human
service. And this is true in that
land where that systern, for many
reasons, has been able to do the
most. Given social ownership and
rational planning, given the devotion

of the enormous American resources
and capabilities to human well-being rather than capitalist profit, the
actual condition of the American
people, in economic, culturat educational and medical terms would be
tremendously advanced.
This observation is all the more

true now that we are entering into
the age of atomic energy, automation and elecuonics (and the uncovering and harnessing of additional sources of energy and productivity). While these advances
pose terrifying problems for monopoly capitalism, they assure unprecedented rates of production-growth
with Socialism, and, indeed, the relatively rapid creation of that material
abundance, justly distributed, that
will be Communism.
,t**

income distribution. They
of real povcrty, a very widespread degree of
lrrrre minimal standards of living, a
tonsiderable minority in the "middlc
An historical work of exceptional
r'lrrss" bracket, and a very small mi- value.is Opponents ol War:
ryt7rrority in the rich brackets. The data r9r8, by Gilbert C. Fite and the iaie
rlcmonstrate acute instability in thc H. C. Peterson (University of Wisr(:onomy; they help explain the pro- con_sin Press, Madison, $6).
found sense of insecurity affiicting
The authors' viewpoint-is that of
trulst Americans.
a rather mild liberalism. This makes
The evidence demonstrates that all the more impressivc their care"'l'.R.B.'s" "artificial reasonr" for the fully documented story of the pcrsefltll gap bctween productive ca- cution of anti-war, radical, and
slrow a high persistence

trade-union people, totalling many
thousands, that characterized the
home-front during the Great Imperialist War. Their shallow analysis
of the sources of what they are describing, and their omission of the
Negro and women's rights struggles
are serious limitations of the volume.
Yet they do document more fully
than any other work the reactionary

of the
Wilson Administration.
The book is especially useful in
showing the despicable role of the
commercial press-notably the New
Yo'rft Times-with its disgusting advocacy of repression, and, indeed
of wholesale terror and even lynchings. It is valuable, also, in proving the anti-democratic and illegal
operations of the Department of )ustice. At the same time, it is the

domestic policies and conduct

fullest account yet available-though
there is room for rnore work here-

of the

resistance of the Left to the
repressionl of the great amnesty campaigns; and of the Left's leadership

in rallying large

numbers

ple, under very dificult

of

peo-

circum-

stances, to defend their political and
economic interests.
Not the least important asPect of

the work is the documentation it
offers for the characterization of iustice as then administered made in
ryzz by Congressman George Huddleston
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of Alabama:

The rich, infuential, and ablY de'
fendcd, of course, go free. The weak,
the undefended, and thc friendless
convicted

of

course.

are

To be an alien,

radical
jail.

or labor agitator is to go to

This class-tainted and politically-

tainted (and, let it be added, racisttainted) justice remains the essential
justice of the United States. There
are very precious featlrres within
the institutional forms of that iudicial system-the whole "due-process
of law" concept-but one of the outstanding failures of capitalist society,
not least of American capitalist so-

ciety,

is its fundamentally and

or-

IN

a

shocking fact: A man may be
conaicted arhen lis only crime is'that
ol being poor. (p. 86.)
face

OUR TIME

in every state in the Union.
It is applied only against the poor,
cases

against those without "infuence', j
appears indeed, "that civil liberties are, on the whole, the exclusive
" ,'it.r.tion in which justice in a criminal
case
is exclusively an upper-bracket privi- privilege of professional criminals
lege. (p. 87.)
and of the so-called upper classes,,
(p.r8s).
The Frank volume makes the point
This book adds up to a confirmathat Third-Degree methods-which tion of the damning
aphorism of
lnean, as they state, the denial of all the great
American radical, Henrv
civil rights to the prisoner and the Demarest Lloyd: "Only
the rich can
rrpplication of physical torrure--occur
get justice, only the poor cannot esin thousands upon thousands of. cape it."

If we believe in the-democratic
els, we will not long tolerate

oroc-

it

ganically unjust system of iustice.
An exceedingly important, if partial, demonstration of this truth will
be found in Nor Guilty, by the late
Federal |udge, Jerome Frank arrd

his daughter, Barbara Frank
(Doubleday, N. Y., $:.ZS). In this

volume are described thirty-six actual cases in which innocent men
were convicted. And the common
denominator here was not political
or national persecution, but rather
the built-in legal obstacles confronting the poor and the ordinary run
of citizen, and the built-in corrLrption of the law-enforcement apparatus. Some taste of what is in this
volume may be gained by a few
quotations:

are too many cascs on rccord to provc
the point, and there may be countless
others of which wc know nothing.

(p. sr.)
All this

".Tlt.c true patriot, thercfore,

uill enquire into rhe causes of the fmrs
of his count'yrnen; and il he finds they are not groundless,
lte uill be lar lrorn endeaaoring n alray or stifre them. on
the contrary
. . . he uill by all proper means in his powcr
lomcnt and cherish rhem.
He will, as lar as he is able, rteep the afiention ol his
felrou citizcns auaftc
to their grieuances; and not sufier them to be at rcsr, il thc
causes of
their complain'ts are r€rnoaed. . , !'
an'd iealousies

-Samuel

The conviction and imprisonment
of innocent men too frequently occur
to be ignored by any of us. There

goes

to show that we must
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Adams, in a letter to The Editor, Boston Gazcttc,
lan. z.r, r77r.

AMERICAN IMPERIALISM AND CANADA

American lmperialism and Canada
By LESLIE MORRIS
The role ol American im.pcrialism it forcign affairs is of d-ecisiue importance upon the a,orld sceie. In an effort ti bring. our readers specif.c
iod ,urrrit information on this aital matter we publish lel9y 7n occoilnt
ol that rolc in cattaila, written for us by a member ol -the Niz-t-ional com'
i;tre ol that narionis Labor'Progressiue Party. Reale1s will rcmember
that in our October issue, lohn liilliorotoo etamined. the irnpact ol U.l.
imperialism upon Great bi;n;o; others are n'u pteparing articles on the
Britkh llc* intlies,'West Gcrmsny, and Cuba.-Ed.

Tns UNrrEo Srarss has more capital

tlan in

invested in Canada
other country. In no other country
is the basic economy so comPletelY
in foreign hands. No other country
anY

is so completely dependent upon irn-

Britain over the course of manY
years of political struggle, 5uPported by the people. The act of
Confederation, in r867, which

united the British North American
provinces into a federal state,
itarted a process of national independence which, as far as Ilritain
is concerned, was formallY corrcluded with the Statute of Westminster in tgzt. It was a Part of
the breaking-up of the British Emfollowing the first world war.
pire
- This
political independence is
a sturdy, national Plant, which
continues to grow. A natioual

ports from the U.S. as is Canada.
And-it might be added-Canada's
trade-union movement is unique in
that union head offices are, in the
main, in a foreign country.
This economic dependence cannot
be explained only by the geographical iuxtaposition of Canada and the
U.S. ,long more than 3,ooo miles of
common border. The economic relationshios between the two coun- consciousness is being strengthtrie, canrrot "simPly" be exPlaintd, ened every day.
The independence won bY Caneither, by the facl that Canada's
population of almost rT,ooo,ooo is ada from Britain and its transforrbort o.t.-eleventh the size of its mation from a British colonY into
a politically indePendent state
big ueighbor's.
Such "explanations" are quite bore the specific PeculiaritY that
commonly found on both sides of the Canadian PoPulation and the
economy were not classically "colthe border.
The Canadian caPitalist class onial," in the Asian or African
won political indePenclence from sense. Canada and the British
68
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changed. As the U.S.A. began to
replace Britain as the dominant
imperialist world power, capital
investments in Canada began to
change in favor of the U.S.A.
The following table gives the
picture. It will be seen that the
shift from dependence on Britain
to U.S. capital took place between
rgrg and rgPP, the years of rapid
British decline and U.S. imperialist
advance, the years of the commencement of the general crisis of cap.
italism. In a sense, it was an accompaniment of the general crisis.

Dominions as the Communist International correctly said, were extensions of the imperialist metropolis and were created on the basis

of the pillage and virtual extermination of the original inhabitants and their economy.
As was the case in the U.S.A.,
in Canada, capital accumulation
for the economic development of
the country was dependent, in the
beginning, on large investments
from Britain. Since the end of the
first World War the picture has
so

INVESTMENTS OF FOREIGN CAPITAL

IN

CANADA

SELECTED YEARS, try-r954

(in
rttl

Couotrier

rgoo
tgtg
1922

rg3o
rg39
1945
1954

millions

u. s.A.

$

dollars)

lo ot dl
folcit[

iovstnents

8'67o

4,637
5r2o7

168
r18r 8

2,593

49.8

7,&4

4,659

6t.z

$r,z3z

39.2

6,913

4,r5r

6o.z

7,092

4,99o
9,5oo

70.5

r2,4oo

The trend shown here has strength'
ened since 1954. It is estimated that
U.S. capital in Canada amounts now

to

of

about $r5 billion.
t***

A report in the Canadian lournal
of Econotnics and Political Science,
November, 1956, says:

No other nation as highly industrializod as Canada has such a large

16.g

gb or dl
foreign
iovestmcnc

Briain

$r,o5o
2,645
2,464
2,776
2,476
r,75o
2rroo

85.+7o

57.r
47.3
26.+

35.8
24.7

fig

portion of industry controlled by nonresident concerns.

In its

submission

to the Royal

Commission on Economic Prospects

in fanuary, 1956 the Labor-Progressive Party made a solid case for new
national policies which would

f*

cilitate the independent economic dcvelopment of Canada. Some of the
salient f-actg 61eut6t forw3rd, wtuqh

.
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are unchallenged (and, in fact, constantly and increasingly featured in
the daily press) illustrate the drive
towards the domination of the Canadian economy by U.S. monopoly
capital.

That this drive is a deliberate, conscious one, is shown in the statement of President Eisenhower when

he was campaigning for the presidency

in

r95z:

From my viewpoint, foreign policy
is, or should be, based primarily on
one consideration. That consideration
is the need for the United States to
obtain certain raw materials to sustain
its economy, and, where possible, to
preserve profitable foreign markets for

our

surpluses. (New Yorft HeraldTribune, March z, ry52.)

This was bolstered by the Paley

Canada of finished U.S. Products,
is to throw Canadian industry out of
balance. It becomes clear that the
DurDose of U.S. investment in Can-

ld"'h", changed from one of developing branch industrial Plants

(which was a main feature of U.S.
ihvestment when the British Empire
preferential tarifl system made it
necessary to do this in order to come
within regulations) to one of gaining control and owning outright
Canadian resources to build U.S. in'
dustries located in the U.S.A.
This gives employment to U.S.
workers,- developi U.S. technical
and industrial skills, and means the
expbrt of jobs as well as raw ma'
terials. Thus, Canadian workers are
robbed of employment by a) the
shioment of raw materials to U.S.
pla.rts, and b) the imPortation from
ihe u.s. of finished goods.

Report to the U.S. government
which studied the raw materials of
the world in the light of U.S. needs THEFT OF NATURAL
and declared that of zz strategic ma-

terials necessary for U.S. expansion,

RESOURCES

The growth of the production of
ro were present in canada.
the
means of production is retarded.
deReport
Brazenly, the Paley
clared that the rich Ungava and This is vividly illustrated in the case
Steep Rock iron ore resources must of the "mother of industry," steel.
go to U.S. steel mills; and that the While basic steel production has
native capital of countries like Canada should be diverted to "Power,
transportation and other basic ser'
vices, and investment for increasing
productivity in agriculture-fields in
wnicf, outside private capital takes
little or no interest."

The result of this drive for the
control of Canadian raw materials,
with its counterPart, the exPort to

in Canada, the massive iron ore deposits are being
seized by the U.S. corporations. As
the Mesabe range declines as a
source of U.S. ore, Canada, with

been increasing

Venezuela, is bccoming a main
source of supply. The aim of the
Cvrus Eaton and other interests is
to'obtain 4o million tons of ore a
year from Quebec-Labrador 6elds by

1975.

The royalties from this

7t

ore

cent. This key metal is under U.S.

complete the picture, Canada is dependent on the U.S. mills and fabricating plants for a large amount
of its steel goods.

years' long battle against paying its
rightful share of municipal taxation
in the Sudbury basin, where its ten-

The story of steel and iron ore
is duplicated in all basic industries:

economy and social life.

are ludicrously infinitesimal. To control. And INCO is waging

auto (where Canadian plants are de-

pendent

on U.S. parts),

electrical,

newsprint, etc. The giant U.S. cbr-

porations are familiar names in
Canada: General Electric, Westinghouse, GM, Ford, Chrysler, Firestone, International Nickel Company, and so on. Some of them mas-

tacles reach

a

into every branch of

In the building of the St. Lawrence Deep-Sea Waterway, Canada
is paying two.thirds of the cost and
the key to the seaway-the locks-

are in U.S. pockets.
Canadian foreign trade is lop-sidedly dependent on the U.S. Recently
the new Tory government of Canada
sent a delegation of cabinet mem-

querade under bracketed "Canadian" bers to Washington to protest the
names; nevertheless, in recent U.S. violation of the General Agreemonths a cry from Canadian invest- ment
Trades
Tarifis
ors-has gone up that they are being (GATT) to the detriment of Canexcluded from directorships in these ada. The u.S., having entered the

on

and

-and are discriminated world wheat market, is seizing traagainst by the u.s.
ditional canadian whear mlrkets
A striking example of the theft
and dumping its surplus whear, sell^
canadian natural resources by u.S. ing it foi loial currincies, and barcorp_orations is seen
outright.
protesting
_in. newsprint tering
^minister-s
companies

controllers.
of

production. classed (falsely) as a
fully manufactured product, 97 percent of U.S. needs are met by Canadian newsprint, and almost half
of this is from u.s.-controlled com-

it

on

this, the canaJian Tory
were treated like coloniais in Washington. After most U.S. cabinet
ministers had left the conference
room, leaving only Secretary weeks
panies.
behind, he, too, quickly left lor more
In nickel production INCO of important afiairs, and remarked to
pel1ryr9 (one . of John Foster Canadian newsmen (thinking they
Dulles' favorite law accounts) has were, naturally, Amiricans) I ,,We
paid over $r billion profits and di- fixed 'em!"
vidends out of canadian labor and rhe consuls treat their vassals, as
resources. Ninety percent of all nick- always, with contempt. And Canel produced in the capitalist world ada's 8oo,ooo,ooo million bushel ,
comes from Canada. The U.S. takes wheat surplus lies on the farms
almost seventy percent of the world's and gluts the terminal elevators.
supply and produces less than r per- The Canadian rrade deficit with
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the U.S. was $rrzoo,ooorooo in 1956.
For the first half of. ry57 it was
$9r4rooo,ooo and almost one-quarter
of this arose from a $zrz million deficit on interest and dividends pay-

POLITICAL IMPACT

The

economic domination of

Canada by U.S. imperialism is bound
to be reflected
the life of the

in

country. The Canadian monopoly
similar payments by the U.S. to bourgeoisie in the main, has accepted
Canada. This deficit is somewhat and actively cooperated in this domibalanced by the import of U.S. capi- nation. This is not to suggest that
tal, but, of course, ttre "balance" is they are not restive about it, or do
really illusory because it leads, in the not come into confict with U.S.
end, to a further imbalance of the interests at many points-as in
Canadian economy vis-a-vis the the present talks of "diverting" to
U.S.A. The following facts tell that Britain 15 per cent of Canadian imports from the U.S.A. Flowever, thc
story.
According to the Ontario provin- dominant feature of U.S.-Canadian
cial government's trade and industry imperialist relations is the subordibranch, since 1946 the amount of nation of Canadian monopoly capifully manufactured goods exported tal to the U.S., which the Laborfrom Canada has declined 15 percent Progressive Party has characterized
when related to total exports. But, as a "junior partnership."
This is a peculiarity of Canadian
during the same period, the imports
of manufactured goods rose rr per- capitalism, and hence of the path to
cent when related to total imports. socialism in Canada. It is not a
The trend is, then, for Canada to ".new" peculiarity for a bourgeoisie
become more and more dependent which is the undisputed ruler of its
on the U.S. for manufactured goods; working class, itself to be dependent
for Canadian manufactured goods to on a bigger imperialist bourgeoisie.
occupy less importance in exports; Lenin, in his polemic with Rosa Luxand for Canadian foreign trade to emburg, drew attention to tsarist
be more and more dependent on the Russia as a state which was in preshipment of cheap raw materials cisely such a relationship with Westfoi U.s. plants to manufacture and ern European imperialist states.
The U.S. domination of Canada
sell back to Canada at high moaffects the political line of the Canopoly prices.
This is a picture of an imperialist' nadian bourgeoisie, the labor and
colonial economic relationship. The farm movements; and the cultural
imperialist country looks on the life of the country.
With regard to the line of the
colonial as a sphere of investment, a
able by Canada to the U.S., as against

er of high-priced finished goods and

the Canadian government (Libcral for zz years until last

a source of investment Profit.

)une, when the Conservative Diefen-

source of cheap raw materials, a buy-

bourgeoisie,

baker

_government was elected by a
minority vote) since the end- of
World War II especially, has pursued consistently a foreisn ooli..,
indistinguishable from tt. "U.S] fni',
has led to the actual surrender of

rcvereignty on

a

number

questions.

of

key

basis

The anti-Soviet, NATO foreign
of the Canadiarr government
gives rise to a situation in which it
is freely admitted that diplomatic
re-cogniton of the People's Republic
policy

of China (trade with which is iorely
needed by Canadian industry and

agriculture) is withheld because ir
would affront John Foster Dulles.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

NATO is the
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of Canadian

foreign policy. As a North Americah country, capitalist Canada is on
the U.S. side in defense matters, and
by the same token, sometimes comes
into sharp conflict with the NATO
countries who form the "shield,"

the "expendables," in Western Europe, including of course Great Brit-

Canadian national interests are being
consistently sacrificed to U.S. cold--

war demands.

In the labor and farm movements
the issue of Canadian independence
from U.S. domination comes up
regularly and is not confined to resistance
quences

to the economic conseof this domination as re-

gards loss of markets and loss of
job
but at times takes
In the British Commonwealth, a on opportunities,
partially political character.
a
U.S. line is followed. In defense This was clearly put
in the resolumatters, U.S. armed forces are in the tion
for
action
to safeguard
?lling
North and in Newfoundland, enjoy- Canada's
"destiny" at the founding
ing extra-territorial rights. The Congress last year of the Canadian
radar-detection lines across the North
Labor Congress which united the
are only formally under Canadian CIO and AFL unions
and strengthcontrol; actually they are part of the ened Canadian
autonomy. It iJ to
U.S. military installarions. Recendy, be found in resolutions
and speeches
without reference to parliament, the from time to time 'n
the CCF (CanRoyal Canadian Air Force was ada's social-democratic party
which
placed under the operational com- has z5 members
in
the federal parmand of the U.S.A.A.F., situated in liament and forms
the government
Colorado. This aroused a four-day of the prairie province
of Saskatchediscussion in parliament; the govern- wan).
However, rhe CCF is still
ment did its best to try ro prove officially cornmitted to rhe
NATO
that while the American command "defense" policy.
would "press the button" to send
the R.C.A.F. into action, a telephone FOR NATTONAL
INDEPENDENCE
call to Ottawa should precede this
act of wart Such is the substance of
The Labor-Progressive Party, since
Canadian sovereignty under the 1948, has made Canadian indepentcrms of NATO.
dence from U.S. domination and new
arn.
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national policies in harmony with the
needs of the people, a central.Part
of its political work. It is the party

tional popular interest, which c-an
be founded only on the necessity for
oeaceful coexistence.

^ The signs of economic decline
which has most consistently and
energetically opposed U.S. domina' and the end of the Post-war boom
tion and its consequences. It is cor- are multiplying. Production is levelrect to say, however, that this mat' ing off, and falling in some induster has not yet become a vital and triesl unemploYment may grow to
cenral part of the policy of the 75o,ooo this winter. Overseas marlabor and farm movements, which, klts for wheat are already in a state
under the infuence of the Right of chronic crisis. Mounting deficits
social-democrats, still give support in trade with the U.S. maY be ex'
(often passive and critical, it is true) oected to exert a serious infuence
in th. economy; high U.S. tarifls
to the NATO policy.
Without a challenge to NATO asainst Canadian manufactures and
and its consequences-that is, with' tf,e relative ease with which manY
out espousing an active policy of raw materials enter the U.S', likely
peaceful coexistence-the suuggle will have an increasinglY adverse
against U.S. domination cannot un-

effect.

fold its full potential powers.
Now, when the ICBM has rendered obsolete the expensive equip
ment for Canadian "defense"-the
costly aircraft, radar screens, Can-

ent factors of growing national crisis

adian forces in Europe, under Hans
Speidel's command, for which Canldians have been taxed since 1948
to almost half of the federal budget
when the imPact uPon bour-

-and
seois policv of Soviet

scientific
reveal the

ichiev.me.rts begins to
qualitative nature of these achievements-it can be expected that the
whole NATO policy, the "suicide
pact" line, as the LPP has called it,
will be plunged into deeper crisis.
This cannot but throw more
sharply into focus for the Canadian
p.o[l. the urgent necessity , for

breiking from the Dulles

PolicY,

and going over to new, indePendent
foreign policies in the genuine na-

The pattern, then, is one some'
thing like this: all of the constitu-

in Canada

tend to circle around re-

lations with the U.S.A. and CanadiWhile the main
an independence.
-of

the Canadian PeoPIe is
Canadian monopoly capitalism, sharp

enemy

class struggle will in all Probability raise to a higher economic
level the necessity for
and'political
-democratic
relationships with
new
the U.S.A., based upon national
equality and the iealous safeguardine of Canadian national sovereignty.
Tfre oath to socialism in Canada
will i'nvolve this question too, for
it is inconceivable that the establishment of a socialist, not to sPeak of
a progressive, Canadian foreign policy would fail to include, in the first
instance, the necessitY for new re'
lationships of Canada to the U.S.A.,

as between equals. This

in- U.S. and Canada in the r88o's,
in the could understandably express in a

case of the Alaskan Panhandle,
which robs British Columbia of its
coastline.

Thus the movement for Canadian
iudependence, the safeguardrng o[
Canadian national sovereignty, the
release of Canada from the stranglehold of U.S. domination, the entrance
Canada into the world markets

of

and her liberation from

'/>

will

clude border adjustments, as

rightful

AND CANADA

one sided

dependence on the U.S.A.; frecdom

from the consequences of the Dulles
line in international affairs, and the
encouragement by the state and all
popular organizations of a democratic Canadian national culture to
resist the pervading in{luences of
U.S. capitalist culture-all of this
will, as the 1954 Program cf the
Labor-Progressive Party said, merge
with the movements towards the socialist solution, towards a Canadian
workers' and farmers' state.
This is due for a further discussion and greater clarification when
the new draft program of the LPP
is published shortly. Canadian independence is not a matter that has
been "conjured up" by Communists.
Relationships with the U.S.A' have
been a constant factor in Canadian
history. They were in the very center of the struggle to establish Canada as a nation at the time of Confederation in r867.
While Engels, on his visit

to

the

letter his opinion that Canada would
of the U.S.A., history
has decided otherwise. Canada has
been established as a bi-national
state, of French Canada and English-speaking Canada, and its capi-

become a part

talist development has 'excluded
"union with" or "annexation by"
the U.S.A-in the first place because of the stubborn national op-

position of the Canadian people to
such a fate.
CONCLUSION

There is no doubt that information and understanding about Canda among U.S. socialists and progressives are very skimpy. Work-

ing

class internationalism demands
better information and the closest un-

derstanding between the Communists of these countries, because an
inescapable part of the duty of U.S.
Communists will be to convince U.S.

workers to support the Canadian
people's struggle against U.S. impe-

rialist domination and for new

re-

lations based on equality, at all times
and in all stages of that struggle;

and for Canadian Communists to
convince the Canadian workers to
establish the firmest bonds of solidarity with the U.S. workers, while
at the same time seeking their support in the struggle against U.S. imperialist domination.

THE SITUATION IN THE POLISH PARTY

0n the Situation in the Polish Party
8y WLADYSLAW GOMULKA
On October 24, 1957, Wladyslaw Gomulfta, First Serenry ol the Central Committee of the Polish United Worfters Party, made a Report to thc
Tenth Plexary Meeting ol the Committce, which attrocred inwnational
atterrtion and dealt aith problems ol thc greatest importance. The Washington Embassy of the Polish Pcople's Rcpublic rcleased an official summary of that Report, on October 28, ry57. Published below is the first hall

ol that o,fficial sumtnary; in the omitted latter half , the Report deah uith
problems in the spheres ol production and trade, and oith questions ix thc
area ol loreign afroirs.-Ed.

We do not doubt that even in thc
Ar rrrn NrNrrr Plenary Meeting [May
ry-t&, ry57f of the Central Commit- prisent situation in the Party, when

tee we decided to convene a Congress
of the Party in December of this year.
The Political Bureau has submitted to
the present Plenum a motion to reconsider this decision and has proposed
that the date of the Congress be postponed.

In

submitting this motion we are
guided primarily by the situation in
the Party. The point is that the situa-

tion in the Party since the Ninth

Plenum has not on the whole changed
and that is why it is necessary to postpone the Congress.
At the Ninth Plenum we were convinced that as a result of the decisions

taken by it the situation in the Party
would undergo a marked improvement
before the Congress and that it would
bc possible to convene a Congress of
a consolidated Party. Alas, this did not
happen. In presenting the motion for

both revisionist centers and sectariandogmatist groups are opcrating in it

and when in addition to this the activity of the Party is hampered by the bal-

last

of indiflerent elements, the great

majority of the delegates would, despite all this, constitute cadres of activ.
ists standing 6rmly by the principlcs
of Marxism-kninism, devoted to the
cause of socialism and supporting with
full conviction the present line of the
Party.

But is it only this mafter that thc
Party is concerned about while preparing itself for the Congress to which it
attaches such great hopel Certainly it
is not concerned only with this matter.
The question of the Congress is not
only one of a proper selection of delegates. It is also importart that the preCongress discussion concentrate ro rnd

the postponement of the Congress we

the lig constructivc problems wtrich
should bc the sul.riect of the debates

are also guided by other considerations
which will be explained in the report.

Congress cannot take Place

of the Congress.

?6

Preparations

for

in

the
an

ltmosphere of discussion on dozens of
tloubts which preoccupy various bourlgcois and social-democratic philosophers as to the possibility of bullding
socialism in Poland and in other countries. During the pre-Congress discus-

sion we can and should discuss the

forms of putting into practice the principles of proletarian internationalism,
but the discussion cannot be conducted
from the position of the absurd thesis
of the "Geographical Situation of Po-

land."

The Congress of the Party is confronted with many problems which
await solution. In order to solve them
in a correct manner, the Congress
should be a Congress of a Party whose
links are all capable of correctly im-

plementing its decisions. This leads
to the following conclusion: it is necessary to change the situation in the
I)arty and to hold the Congress of the
l)erty only

in the changed

situation.

UNITY

Like other Marxist-kninist Parties,
our Party can and should systematicrlly perfect its activity, eliminate from

it all shortcomings and errors. It can-

if it is

necessary-alter

its

political

line. Our Party did it at the Eighth
Plenum [October r9zr, 1956]. The
Party has to be guided by the fundamental principlcs

of its program. All
the cause of
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Weakening of the unity of actiorr
in the Party ariscs above all fro,rn confusion which prevails among a considerable section of active Paity mernbers at all levels. This confusion was
brought into the Party by revisionists
and liquidators of various sorts durine
a period in which the Party, togethel
with the entire working<lass -mov+
ment, was combating the errors of the
past, the errors it committed itself, and
was shaping its new political line.

There is no doubt that dogmatism
and sectarianism were the breedins
grounds which favored an impetuoui
growth of revisionism, as they always
do. There were some in our ranks, and
there are still some who, in the depth
of their hearts, very often believe that
revisionism contributes to the liquida.

tion of dogmatism.

This view is utterly wrong. You can.

not cure infuenza, even in its most
serious form, with tuberculosis. Dog,
matism cannot be cured with revisioru
ism. The alignment of forces in our.
Party shows clearly that an effectivc

struggle against revisionism will con,
siderably faciiitate our vicrory ovcr.
dogmatism.

In

a strugglc for the.
of the Party from both

conducting

recuperation

we have to strike first of all
at the chief source of its weakness, a1.

diseascs,

revisionism and liquidationism. Ideolo

changes should servc

gical confusion within the Parry

cart

strengthening socialism. Socialism is our

no longer be tolerated.
Up to the present we have not

sub,

daily

task.

The unity of action of our Party

has

bcen considerably impaired, and in

is unable properly to fulfil its functions of leadership
in thc construction of socialism in Polnnd. It is high time to put an end to
consequence the Party

this.

mitted

to the Party any determined

recommendations concerning Party.
and organizational consequences for
activities contrary to the Party line,

We thought that all Party members
should bc allowed some time, so to "
speak, to "recover" from the shockt,
,
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which our Party and the international Party policy were eliminated by that
workers' movement have sustained Plenum. Conditions were created for
during the last year and a half. It seems reinstating the unity of Party action
that this period is enough to recover on the basis of the Eighth Plenum re-

balance.

rwo

solutions, Formally, nearly everybody

wrNGS

Ideological confusion

of the

ffi:'J:fl.*:':.,;i?1""""'
is the

cause

decomposition of the unity of
the Party organization. In the present
state of afiairs the Party is only form-

ally uniGed

orgrrriration.-In fact,

"r at work within
two wings "rare

the

Party which, in a more or less explicit
rnanner, are opposing the Party line,
sabotaging the decisions of the supreme
Party authorities.
It is true that neither the one nor
the other of the wings existing within
the Party has assumed the organtzational form of a faction, but this fact
does not at all afiect the extent of the
damage which they bring to the Party

while carrying on various forms of

group activity.

I

would even say that

it is easier to cope with a faction which
openly presents its program of action,
than with a formally unorganized

group mixture which most of the time
endeavors to hide behind the Party
line and at the same time is carrying
on its own policy. Such a state of affairs introduces disorientation and con-

fusion into the Party ranks. 'fhis results in a whole chain of negative consequences.

Before

the Eighth Plenum, argu-

ments and discussions, very well known
to all of us, were in progress among
active Party members and within the
Party leadership. Party unity was ap
parently suspended. The Eighth PIe-

num solvod those problems. Former
erroneous and false assumptions in

and

recog-

Only a few critical voices were heard
from the side of the so-called conservative wing of the Party. The other

wing, which very often attacked the
former Party line from wrong positions, accepted the Eighth Plenum resolutions apparently without r€serva;
tions. The iir. pi.tut., ho*euer, *ats
difierent. While refraining from criticizing the resolutions and formally
recognizing the new Party leadership,

it

decided

to

continue

its

offensive,

aimed, in fact, against the Eighth Plenum resolutions and against the new
Party leadership. Even after the Ninth
Plenum it kept to the same road.
The revisionists realize very well

that their activity is contrary to the
resolutions of the Eighth and Ninth
Plenum. They do not even attempt to
invoke those resotrutions, because they

cannot find in them any justification
{or their activity. But they are not inclined to abandon the Party label.
For this reason they attempt to
screen their harmful a€tivity with the
October ideas. "The October En-

dangered,"

"The Party Goes

from October," "Lrt us

Away

Defend

the Polish October"-these are appeals
of people who have gone away from
the Party linc or who ncver recognized

it.

In the Party's understanding, October means the same thing as the resoIutions of the Eighth Plenum. In the
interpretation of the revisionists, the

Eighth Plcnum and October

ere

two. different things. Under the hypocritical slogan of dcfense of Octo6er
the revisionists break with and attack

the Eighth Plenum resolurions. For
them October means continuation of a
political line of their own, splitting

the Party, attacking the Peopleis GovI
ernment, spreading defeatism and un-

dermining the socialist system.
During that October such symptoms
.
also. appeared. The pure Party and socialist current of Oitober also brought
reactionary scum into the light of dav.
and side by side with it, oi the sami
wave, revisionism. The revisionists call
"October" everything that rode on its
back. Their defense of October is the
defense of those who have nothing to
do with October excepr thar they iode
-it.
on its back to break

The wing that I call revisionist is
by no means composed of revisionists
only. The revisionist group proper is
very small. But the reirlts tf its^activities are dangerous in a wide ranqe.
For the revisionists utilized. and i'..
partly still utilizing, various means of
propaganda, especially a part of the
press and certain periodicals.

The best repreientative of the revisionist wing was Po Prostu. Shoulder
to shoulder with them stand the disguised opponents of socialism, people
who joined the Party guided by their
self-interest, so 'a[eh to the Party.
There is no room in the Party for
either of them.
There is a thind category, which
could not easily be considered as belonging to the rcvisionist wing in the
Party and which at the same time
could not be spoken of as keeping to
the Party line. These are the Pirty

memkrs who yield to revisionism, are
undcr its influcnce, and adopt a waver-
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ing attitude

towards the Party
-ofline.
They constiture the periphery
the
revisionist wing. The Party should
fight tor these inembers.
The revisionist wing must be

severed

from the Party. On such wings the
Party, People's Poland and socialism
could fly only into an abyss. And this
we do not want. Together with us in

not- wanting this are the working class

and millions of working people in
town and country. We donot want to
have any wings in the Party, nor any
groups. The Party musr be ho*og.nious.

W'e shall liquidate with equal determination any organized oi individual manifestations of anti-Party activities conducted from a position of
dogmatism. For such people there cannot be any room in the Party either.
Among the advocares of the dogmaticsectarian attitude one can find some

who reject all the

transformations

which have been taking place in
the last few years in ihe- international workers' movement. Even the
Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union which
opened such vast, new prospects before socialism, is described by them

as a "great misfortune" to the workers'
movement.
This dogmatic-sectarian attitude and

the longing for a return to the old
methods can only separate the Party

from the broad working masses, ,.rd
are thus objectively playing into the
hands of forces hostile to socialism.
LEADERSHIP

A Marxist-kninist Party should be
the leading detachment of the working class. Our Parry, regarded as a
whole, as the total of all the Party or-
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ganizations, has lost many of the features of a leading detachment. It has

pardy dissolved itself in the non-Party
mass

of

people.

This is due to many

important

of

causes,

the most

them being the

over-

growth of its membership, in our conditions. Perhaps it will sound like a
paradox, but it is a fact that the cause
of thc weakness of many of our Party
organizations is the great percentage
of Party members in relation to the
total number of the workers of a given
factory or institution. Speaking more
accurately, the question is not so much
of thc number as of the political and
ideological quality of the Party members. This quality, resulting from
quantity, is the source of many of the

of the Parry organizations
and, consequently, of the Party.
weaknesses

Statistically our Party numbers about

r.3 million members. If we had half

this number of

conscious, militant

Party members unreservedly devoted
to the cause of socialism, the Party
would be a great power in the country. The deepcst sea of difficulties
would then reach only to our knees.

In fact,

despite the great membership

Party, the waves of our difficulties sometimes reach up to our

of the
throats.

It is necessary to €arry out an analysis
of the quality of the Party members.
From this point of view Party members may be divided into something

THE SITUATION IN THE POLISH PARTY

socialisnl lnd spare no efiofts to give
ef;fect to this idea. They are welldisciplined people, always at the disposal oI the Party. The overwhelming
majority of them are workers.

The second group includes members

of the Party who support socialism
with heart and reason. They are good
Party members, although not very lively

or active.
The third group are people who
loined the Party for their own inte-

rests. This group is a millstone around

the neck of the Party.

It is the Party's

unnecessary and harmfrrl burden. This

group is considerable in size. In principle the third group should leave the
Party. Exit from the Party should be
made particularly easy for sedentary
workers in this group.
There is also in the Party a special
category of people particularly undesirable. These are trouble-makers,
demagogues and two-faced people,

of

full

negation of socialism and of the
Party leadership. Recently we even
had strikes organizod and demagogic
demands put forwand by Party membcrs of this sort.
There are also devoted followers of

the Church and clergy,

conducting
Party policy.

activities contrary to
Finally there are various speculators
and purely criminal elements, who
disguise their motives behind a screen
of apparent Party activity.

like three groups.
RESPONSIBILITY
The first group are the Communists
conscious of their purpose, irrespective Our Party is the leading force of

of whether they came originally from the people's power. In the final acthe Communist Party of Poland and count wc are held responsible for all
the Polish Workers' Party or the that is happcning in thi country.
Polish Socialist,Party. They arc Party The qucstion of corrupt pracriccs
members d..ply attached in thcir and various abuscs has to bc lookcd
thoughts and feelings to the idea of upon not only from the angle of mate-

rial losses suffered by the stare and
community. We have io notice its great
political importance for the position of
our Party in the working class and in
the nation. An importanf condition for
the strengthening of that position is
for us to make a radical change in the
struggle for the liquidation of corrup
tion and abuse. We have to treat this
rnatter as the struggle against the class
cnemy. . . .

The Party must eliminate from its
ranks everything that is alien to it,
everything that brings harm to it,
weakens its solidarity, hampers its
work and undermines the co-nfidence
should cnjoy among the working

it

class and the people. We must cleansc

the Party of liquidators and revisionists
and of orgeniz*rs of group activity op
posed_ to the general line of the Party,
free the Party from dimbers and corrupt people who are morally decayed,
rid ourselves of elements alien to the

socialist idea, free the Party from
trouble-makers, inveterate drunkards
and adventurersr' from the cumbersome

burden

of

people indifierent

Party and to socialism.

to

the

It is necessary fully to restore dem-

ocratic centralism and the Leninist
norms of life in the Party. All this will
strengthen the Party as the leading,
organized detachment of the working
class;

all this will

consolidate and
make more elEcient its role of a leader
of socialist construction in our coun-

try....

a system of government
had bern rejected by the working

capitalism as

masses. The masses demanded changei

within socialism, the proper appllca*
tion of the principles of proletarian in-

ternationalism and not the replacement

of

socialism by capitalism,

Therefore, the Eighth Plenum was
able to relieve the tension, its resolutions were accepted [ot only by the
working class but by the overwhelming

majority

9f the nation. The

Eight[

Plenum changed the situation in-the
country; the polirical atmosphere was
changed. First of all, the iommunity
lost its feeling of apprehension because
socialist- legality was being rigorously
observed.

Broad democratic freedom is universdly applied in public life, as de-

fined by the indispensable necessities
9f th_e pgeselt stage of building socialism. In the framework of theseliberties
every citizen is entided to use and does
use his frcedom of speech, can con-

dujt political and

social activity.
Political life is open. The press enjoys

the right to critiiize the iaivitieJ 6f

the state authoriries. In the life of the
state and nation the Sejm was restored
to its proper place, as providod for in
the Constitution of the-Polish People's
Republic. Trade unions, .oop.rativ.s,
-

and social and cultural organizationi

are enjoying

full

democratic rights.

They are self-governing. The execuiives
of these organizations are elected bv

free ballots. Fundamental matters of

State policy are docided throuqh interParty consultations and by a[reement
between our Party, the United" peasant

FREEDOM AND DISCIPLINE

The attitude of thc working

8r

class

during the whole period of thc crisis
sufiered by the Party, and the results of
thc |anuary I1957] elections to the
Scfm [Parliament,] had shown that

Pa_rty and the Democratic party.

We have creatod the atmosphere and

we have shown the bcst wiil for the
full normalization of relations between
State and Church.
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The Party did not intend to

close

thc wide open doors of democratic freedom, but it must watch thesc doors

circles. Manifestations of anti-socialist
activity are appearing in the Writers'
Union and in certain circles of the in-

better than it had done. Democratic
freedom could serve the purpo.ses of

telligentsia.

the enemies of socialism.
Forces that were in favor of October from an anti-socialist position had

socialist forces are conducting their
activity in dispersed groupings, this
activity cannot be ignored, for in thc

tried to undermine the fundamental
principles of the external policy of the
Party and the Government-the alliance and friendship with the Soviet
U:rion. The spreading of antiEathy tolvards the Soviet Union served the
main aim of these circles-.the withdrawal of Poland from the camp of
socialist states, the loosening of the
ties of Polish-Soviet friendship and the
relegation of the role of the PolishSoviet alliance to a purely formal mean-

irg.
The Party has to put an end to this
continuous undermining of the Party
line, to all symptoms of harmful activities emanating from the pages oI certain periodicals. Freedom of speech
and democratic liberties introduced by

the Eighth Plenum are supposed to
serve the cause of improving the build-

ing of socialism, not to facilitate thc
slandering and undermining of it.
Freedo.m of speoch cannot mean freedom to tell lies or freedom of forgery,
frccdom of propaganda directed against

vital Polish interests.
A revival of reactionary and antisocialist forces is appearing in various
forms and in various circles. These
tendencies have appeared in the United
Peasant Party and also in the Democratic Party, until recently without
meeting with any efiective counteraction. They have appeared in the
Union of Fighters for Frecdom and
Dcmocracy, and in academic Youth

Ileclaration of Communist and tlorkers' Parties

Although the reactionary and anti-

absence

of our

counter-action

it

can

transform itself into an all-out strug-

gle against socialism, against our
Party and against the People's Government.

Although disappointment and

discouragement are being fanned by thesc

anti-socialist forces, the great majority
of the people are aware of the neces-

sity of supporting the policy of the
Party and the Government, approve
of socialism and realize that it corresponds not only to the class interests
of the working people but also to the
national interests of Poland. One more
proof of this was the firmly negative
attitude of the community towards the
recent irresponsible excesses

in

certain

academic youth circles.

The political situation

in the coun-

try is characterized by the fact that
thc nation, headed by the working

class, has undcrstood the advantages
of thc national and individual freedom
it has gained by thc changes in the
policy of the Party made at the Eighth
Plenum, and therefore wishes to defend this policy.
The liquidation of all manifestations
of weakening social discipline and
ideological and moral consciousness is
most closely connectod with the liquidation of the ideological confusion in
the Party, with the improvement of

the activity of the Party and of the
functioning of the state administration.

of Socialist Countries
Representatiues ol Communist and lAorfterc Parties of Socialist counir Moscout, Noaembcr q-fi, 1957. They adopted a Dcclaration,
w-hb!_i1 published bclotu in full. The text is that supplied it English by

trics met

tlte Hsinhua Ncws Agency of Pefting.-Ed.
Representatives of the Albanian Party

I.

of Labor, the Bulgarian

Communist
Party, the Hungarian Socialist Workcrs' Party, the Vietnamese Working
People's Party, the Socialist Unity Party of Germany, the Communist Party
of China, the Korean Party of Labor,

The main content of our epoch
is the uansition from capitalism to
socialism which was begun by the
great October Socialist Revolution
the Mongolian People's Revolutionary in Russia. Today more than a
Party, the Polish United 'Workers' third of the population of the world
Party, the Rumanian Workers' Party,
95o,ooo,ooo people-have taken
the Communist Party of the Soviet -over
the road of socialism and are buildUnion and the Communist Party of ing a new life. The tremendous
Czechoslovakia discussed their rela- growth of the forces of socialism
tions, current problems of the inter- has stimulated the rapid
extension
national situation and the struggle for

peace and socialism.

The exchange of opinions revealed
identity of views of the parties on all
the questions examined at the meeting
irnd unanimity in their assessment of the
international situation. In the course

of the discussion the mceting

also

touched upon general problems of the
international Communist movement.
ln drafting the declaration the partici-

pants

in the meeting

consulted with

of the fraternal parties
in the capitalist countries. The frarcpresentatives

tcrnal parties not present at this meet-

ing will assess and themselves decide
wfiat action they should take on the

considcrations expressed

in the

declara-

of the anti-imperialist national movement in the post-war period. Dur.
ing the last twelve years, besides the
Chinese People's Republic, the
Democratic Republic of. Vietnam
and the Korean People's Democratic
Republic, over Toqooo,ooo people
have shaken off the coloniai yoke
and established national independent
states.

The peoples of the colonial and
dependent countries, still languish.
ing in slavery, are intensifying the
struggle for national liberation- The
progress of socialism and of the na-

tional liberation movement. has
greatly accelerated the disinregration

tion.
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of imperialism. With regard to th_e
gr."t.i part of mankind imPerial'
ism has lost its one-time domination. In the imperialist countries
society is rent by deepgoing class
contradictions and by antagonisms
between those countries, while the
working class is putting up increas'
ing resistance to the policy of- imperi"lism and the monopolies, fight-

irg for better conditions, democritic rights, for peace and socialism.
In our epoch, world develoPment
is determinid by the course and results of the competition between
two diametrically opposed social systems. In the past forty years social-

ism has demonstrated that it is a
much higher social system than

capitalism. It has insured development of the productive forces at a
rate unprecedinted and impossible
for capitalism, and the raising o{ the
materiil and cultural levels of the
working people.
The Soviet Llnion's strides in economics, science and technologY and
the results achieved by the other So'
cialist countries in Socialist construction are conclusive evidence of the
ereat vitality of socialism. In the SoIi"lirt rtrt.r the broad masses of the
working people enjoy genuile fr.e9'
dom ant democratic rights. People's
power insures political unity of the

^-"rr.t, equality and
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friendshiP

among the- nations and a foreign
policy"aimed at preserving universal
peace and rendering assistance to the
oopressed nations in their emanci'
p^"iio". struggle. The world Socialist

system, which is growing and be.
coming stronger, is exerting ever
greater infuence upon the international situation in the interests of

factors. However, the capitalist econt-rmy is bound to encounter deeper

slumps and crises. The temporary
high business activity helps to keep

E

thag, increasingly, they realize that

the only way out of their grave
situation lies through socialism.

peace and progress and the freedom
of the peoples.

up the reformist illusions among
part of the workers in the capitalist

Thus, increasingly favorable conditions are being created for bringing
them into the active struggle for

While socialism is on the rlpgrade,
imperialism is heading toward decline. The positions of imperialism
have been greatly weakened as a re-

countries.

socialism.

sult of the disintegration of the colonial system. The countries that
have shaken off the yoke of colonialism are defending their independence and fighting for economic
sovereignty, for international peace.
The existence of the Socialist system and the aid rendered by the Socialist nations to these countries on
principles of equality and cooperation between them and the Socialist
nations in the struggle for peace and
against aggression help them to up
hold their national freedom and facilitate their social progress.
In the imperialist countries the
contradictions between the productive forces and production relations
have become acute. In many refspects modern science and engineerfing are not being used in the interlests of social progress for all mantkind, because capitalism fetters and
deforms the development of the productive forces of society.
The world capitalist economy remains shaky and unstable. The relatively good economic activity still
observed in a number of capitalist
countries is due in large measure
to the arms drive and other transient

In the post-war period some secThe aggressive imperialist circles
tions of the working class in the of the United States, by pursuing

more advanced capitalist countries, the so-called "positions of strength"
fighting against increased exploit+ policy, seek to bring most countries
tion and for a higher standard of liv: of the world under their sway and
ing, have been able to win certain to hamper the onward march of
wage increases, though in a number mankind in accordance with the laws
of these countries real wages are be- of social development. On the prelow the pre-war level. However, in text of "combating communismr"
the greater part of the capitalist they are angling to bring more and
world, particularly in the colonial more countries under their dominand dependent countries, millions ion, instigating destruction of demoof working people still live in pov- cratic freedoms, threatening the naerty. The broad invasion of agri- tional independence of the develculture by the monopolies and the oped capitalist countries, trying to
price policy dictated by them, the enmesh the liberated peoples in new
system of bank credits and loans forms of colonialism and systemati.
and the increased taxation caused cally conducting subversive activities
by the arms drive have resulted against the Socialist countries.
The policy of certain aggressive
in the steady ruin and impoverishment of the main mass of the peas- groups in the United States is aimed
at rallying around them all the reantry.
There is a sharpening of contra- actionary forces of the capitalist
diction, not only between the bour- world. Acting in this way they are
geois and the working class but also becoming the center of world rebetween the monopoly bourgeoisie action, the sworn enemies of the
and all sections of the people, be- people. By this policy these antitween the United States monopoly popular, aggressive imperialist forces
bourgeoisie on the one hand and are courting their own ruin, creatthe peoples, and even the bourgeoisie ing their own grave-diggers.
So long as imperialism exists there
of the other capitalist countries on
will always be soil for aggressive
the other.
Thc working people of the capital- wars. Throughout the post-war
ist countries live in such conditions years the American, British, French
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and other imperialists and their hire- loving peoples of the -Middle East
lings have conducted and are con- the notorious "Eisenhower-Dulles
dulting wars in Indochina, Indo' Doctrine," thereby creating- the dannesia, Korea, Malaya, Kenya, Guate- ger of war in this area. They are

Oman
mala, Egypt, Algeria,
-

Yemen.

-'-

and plotting conspiracies

-

and- provoca-

aions against independent Syria. The

At the same time the aggressive provocations against Syria and Egypt
imperialist forces fatly refuiJ to cut ind other Arab countries,pursue thc
to prohibit the use and aim of dividing and - isolating .the
".ri.*.rr,.,
of
atomic and hydrog_en Arab countries in order to abolish
production
weapons, to agree on immediate dis- their freedom and independence.
confrnuation of th. tes$ of these The SEATO aggressive bloc is a
weapons; they are continuing the source of war danger in East Asia.
drive, 6uild- The question of war or peaceful
"coli war" d
"t-t
"t
and con- coexistence is now the crucial ques'
bases
military
more
ing
dricting the aggreisive policy of u1- tion of world policy. All the nadermiiing pe-ace and treating the tions must display the utmost vigidanger of" tt.* war. Were a world lance in- regard to..the war danger
*ri to break out before agreement created by imperialism.
on prohibiton of nuclear weapo.ns is At present the.forces of peace have
rea&ed, it would inevitably become so grown that there is a real possia nuclear war unprecedented in bility of averting wars, as was demonstrated by the collapse of the imdestructive force.
beperialist designs in Egypt. The imis
militarism
Germany
In West

ing revived with United States help, perialist plans to use the countereiiine rise to a hotbed of war in revolutionary forces for the over'
ih. li."rt of Europe. The struggle throw of the people's democratic
against West Gcrmin militarism and system in Hungary have failed as
rlvanchism, which are now threat- well.
ening peace, is a vital task facing the The cause of peace is upheld by
peacEJtving forces of the German the powerful forces- o_f o_ur era: the
people and all the nations of Eur- invincible camp of Socialist counop.. en especially big role in this tries headed by the Soviet Union;
struesle belongs to the German the peace-loving countries of Asia
Deri6cratic Republic-the first work- and Africa taking an anti-imperialer-peasant staG in German history ist stand and forming, together with
which the particiPants in the the Socialist countries, a broad peace
-with
mceting express their solidarity and zone; the . international working
class and above all its vanguard,
which'they fully support.
Simultaneously the imperialists the Communist parties; the liberaare trying to impose on the freedom' tion movement of the peoples of the

colonies and semi-coloniesl the mass
of the peoples; the
peoples of the European countries
who have proclaimed neutrality, the
peoples of Latin America and the
masses in the imperialist countries

peace movement

are putting up increasing resistance
to the plans for a new war.
An alliance of these mighty forces
could prevent war, but should the
bellicose imperialist maniacs venture,
regardless of anything, to unleash
a war, imperialism will doo,m itself

u.

task. They will do all in their power to prevent wiu.

II.
The meeting considers that in the
present situation the strengthening

of the unity and fraternal iooperi
tion of the Socialist countries, the
Communist and Workers' parries
and the solidarity of the international working class, national libera-

tion and democratic moyements

ac-

to destruction, for the peoples will quire special significance.
not tolerate a system that brings
In the bedrock of the relations
them so much suflering and exacts between the countries of the world
so many sacrifices.
Socialist system and all the ComThe Communist and Workers' munist and Workers parties lie the

in the meeting
declare that the Leninist principle
of peaceful coexistence of the two
systems, which has been further developed and brought up to date in
the decisions of the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party, is the sound basis of the foreign
policy of the Socialist countries and
parties taking part

the dependable pillar of peace and
friendship among the peoples. Thc
idea of peaceful coexistence coincides with the five principles advanced jointly by the Chinese Peo-

ple's Republic and the Republic of
India and with the program adopted
by the Bandung Conference of African-Asian countries. Peace and
peaceful coexistence have now become the demands of the broad
masses in all countries.

The Communist parties regard the
struggle for peace as their foremost

principles of Marxism-Leninism, the
principles of proletarian internationalism which have been tested by

life. Today the vital interesrs of thl
working people of all countries call
for their support of the Soviet Union and all the Socialist counrries
who, pursuing a policy of preserving peace throughout the world,
are the mainstay of peace and social
progress. The working class, the
democratic forces and ihe working
people everywhere are interested ii
tirelessly strengthening fraternal con-

tacts

for the sake of the common
in safeguarding from enemy

cause,

encroachments the historic political
and social gains effected in the Soviet Union-the first and mightiest

Socialist power-in

People's Republic and

cialist countries,

in

the

Chinese

in all the
seeing

Sothese

gains extended and consolidated.
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The Socialist countries base their
relations on principles

of

complete

equality, respect for territorial integrity, state independence and sovereignty and non-interference in one
aooihei's afiairs. These are vital

principles. However, they do not
exhaust the essence of relations between them. Fraternal mutual aid
is oart and parcel of these relations.
ttiisaia is a striking expression of
Socialist internationalism.

On a basis of comPlete

equalitY,

mutual benefit and comradelY mu-

tual assistance, the Socialist states
have established beween themselves

extensive economic and cultural co-

operation that PlaYs an imPortant
part in promoting the economic and
political- independence of each So-

iialist country and the Socialist commonwealth as a whole. The Socialist
states will continue to extend and
improve economic and cultural cooperation
-The among themselves.advocate
Socialist states also
all-round expansion of economic and
cultural relaiions with all other coun'
provided theY desire it, on a
tries, -of
equality, mufiual benefit
basis
and non-interference in each other's

the division of the world into military blocs. But in view of the situa:
tion that has taken shape, with the
Western powers refusing to accept
the proposals of the Socialist countries for mutual abolition of military
blocs, the Warsaw Pact Organization, which is of a defensive nature,
serves the security of the peoples of
Europe and supports peace through-

out the world, must be

preserved

and strengthened.

The Socialist countries are united

in a single community by the fact
that they are taking the

common

Socialist road, by the common class
essence of the social and economic
system and state authority, by the
requirements of mutual aid and sup
port, identity of interests and aims
in the struggle against imperialism,
for the victory of socialism and com-

munism and by the ideology of
Marxism-Leninism which is common
to all.

The solidarity and close unity of
the Socialist countries constitute a
reliable guarantee of the sovereignty
and independence of each. Stronger
fraternal relations and friendship between the Socialist countries call for

a

Marxist-Leninist internationalist
policy on the part of the Communist and Workers Parties, for educating all the working people in the
spirit of combining internationalism with patriotism and for a determined efiort to overcome the surperialist circles and supPorts and en- vivals of bourgeois nationalism and
the growing forces of peace' chauvinism. All issues pertaining to
iourrg.t
-socialisi counuies are against relations between the Socialist counThe

internal affairs.
The solidarity of the Socialist
countries is not directed against any
other country. On the contrarY, it
serves the interests of all the peacelovine peoples, restrains the aggres"rtiiui.rgs of the bellicose imsive

'
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of

socialism are

tries can be fully settled through
comradely discussion, with strict observance of the principles of socialist
internationalism.

and the building

governed by a number of basic laws
applicable in all countries embarking on a socialist course. These laws

manifest themselves

everywhere,

alongside a great variety

III.

_

The victory of socialism in the
U.S.S.R. and progress in Socialist
construction in the People's Democ-

of historic

national peculiarities and traditions

which must by all means be taken

into

account.

These laws are: Guidance of the
working masses by the working class,
the core of which is the Marxist-

find deep sympathy among the
working class and the working people of all countries. The ideas of
socialism are winning additional
millions of people. In these conditions the imperialist bourgeoisie attaches increasing importance to the
ideological molding of the masses; it
misrepresents socialism and smears
Marxism-Leninism, misleads and
confuses the masses. It is a prime
task to intensify Marxist-Leninist
education of the masses, combat
bourgeois ideology, expose the lies
and slanderous fabrications of imperialist propaganda against socialism
and the Communist movement and
widely propagate in simple and convincing fashion the ideas of socialism, peace and friendship among

Leninist party in eflecting a proletarian revolution in one form or
another and establishing one forrn
or other of the dictatorship of the
proletariat; the alliance of the working class and the bulk of the peasantry and other sections of the working people; the abolition of capitalist ownership and the establishment
of public ownership of the basic
means of production; gradual Socialist reconstruction of agriculturel
planned development of the national
economy aimed at building socialism and communism, at raising the
standard of living of the working
people; the carrying out of the Socialist revolution in the sphere of

nations.

ideology and culture and the creation

racies

The meeting confirmed the identity of views of the Communist and
'Workers' Parties on the cardinal
'revolution
problems of the Socialist
and Socialist construction. The experience of the Soviet Union and
the other Socialist countries has fully
borne out the correctness of the
Marxist-Leninist proposition that the
processes of the Socialist revolution

of a

numerous intelligentsia de-

voted to the working class, the working people and the cause of socialism; the abolition of national op-

pression

and the establishment of

equality and fraternal friendship be-

tween the peoples; defense of thc
achievements of socialism against attacks by external and internal enemies; solidarity of the working class
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of the country in question with

the

working class of other countries, that
is, proletarian internationalism.

Marxism-Leninism calls for a
creative application of the general
principles of the Socialist revolution
and Socialist construction depending
on the concrete conditions of each
country, and rejects mechanical imitation of the policies and tactics of
the Communist parties of other countries.

Lenin repeatedly called attention
to the necessity of correcdy apPlying the basic principles of communism, in keeping with the specific
features of the nation, of the national state concerned. Disregard of
national peculiarities by the proletarian party inevitably leads to its divorce from reality, from the masses,
and is bound to prejudice the cause
of socialism and, conversely, exaggeration of the role of these peculiarities or departure, under the pretext of national peculiarities, from
the universal Marxist-Leninist truth
on the Socialist revolution and Socialist construction is just as harmful
to the Socialist cause.
The participants in the meeting
consider that both these tendencies
should be combated simultaneously.
The Communist and Workers Partics of the Socialist countries should
firmly adhere to the principle of
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revolution and Socialist construction
in accordance with the concrete conditions of their countries, learn from

each other and share experienceCreative application of the general
laws of socialist construction tried
and tested by experience and the
variety of forms and methods of
building socialism used in' difierent
countries, represent a collective contribution to Marxist-Leninist theory.
The theory of Marxism-Leninism
derives from dialectical materialism.
This world outlook reflects the universal law of development of nature, society and human thinking.
It is valid for the past, the present
and the future. Dialectical materialism is countered by metaphysics
and idealism. Should the Marxisc
political party in its examination of
questions base itself not on dialectics and materialism, the result will

be

one-sidedness and subiectivism,
stagnation of thought, isolation from
life and loss of ability to make the
necessary analysis of things and phenomena, revisionist and dogmatist
mistakes and mistakes in policy. Ap-

plication

of

dialectical materialism

in practical work and the education
of the party functionaries and the
broad masses in the spirit of Marxism-Leninism are urgent tasks of the

Communist and Workers parties.
Of vital importance in the present
stage is intensified struggle against
opportunist trends in the working

combining the above universal
Marxist-Leninist truth with the specific revolutionary practice-in their class and Communist movement.
countries, creatively apply the gen- The meeting underlines the necessity
eral laws governing the Socialist of resolutely overcoming revisionism

and dogmatism in the ranks of the
Communist and Workers' parties.
Revisionism and dogmatism in the
working-class and Cornmunist move-

ment are today, as they have

been

in the past, international phenomena. Dogmatism and sectarianism
hinder the development of MarxistI eninist theory and

its creative ap.

plication in the changing conditions,
replace the study of the concrete
situation with merely quoting classics and sticking to books and lead
to the isolation of the party from the

masses. A party that has withdrawn
into the shell of sectarianism and

that has lost contact with the masses
cannot bring victory to the cause
of the working class.
In condemning dogmatism, the
Communist parties believe that the
main danger at present is revisionism or, in other words, Right-wing
opportunism, which as a manifestation of bourgeois ideology paralyzes
the revolutionary energ'y of the
working class and demands the preservation or restoration of capitalism.
However, dogmatism and sectarianism can also be the main danger
at difierent phases of development
in one party or another. It is for each
Communist party to decide what
danger threatens it more at a given
time.

It should be pointed out that the
conquest of power by the proletariat
is only the beginning of the revolution, not its conclusion. After the
conquest of power, the working class
is faccd with the serious tasks of ef-

9r

fecting the Socialist reconstruction
of the national economy and laying
the economic and technical foundation of socialism. At the same time
the overthrown bourgeoisie always
endeavors to make a comeback, the
influence exerted on society by the
bourgeoisie, the petty bourgloisie
and their intelligentsia, is still great.
That is why a fairly long time is
needed to resolve the issue of who

will win-capitalism or

socialism.

The existence of bourgeois influence
is an internal source of revisionism,
while surrender to imperialist pressure is its external source.
Modern revisionism seeks to smear
the great teachings of Marxism-Leninism, declares that it is "outmoded"
and alleges that it has lost its significance for social progress. The revisionists try to exorcise the revolutionary spirit of Marxism, to undermine faith in socialism among
the working class and the working
people in general. They deny the
historical necessity for a proletarian
revolution and the dictatorship of
the proletariat during the period of
transition from capitalism to socialism, deny the leading role of the
Marxist-Leninist party, reject the
principles of proletarian internationalism and call for rejection of the
Leninist principles of party organization and, above all, of democratic
centralism, for transforming the
Communist Party from a militant
revolutionary organization into some

kind of debating

society.

The experience of the internation-
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al communist movement shows that Parties are loyal defenders of the naof the
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peoples
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groups
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tests of ,r*1.r, weapons.

tt.

Communist and Workers' the U.S. policy

of

economic and

military exparlsion, the
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conditions are being created for unit-

win state power without civil war
and ensure the transfer of the basic

the

means of production to the hands of

obiective

ing, under the leadership of

working class and its revolutionary
parties, broad sections of the population to fight for peace, the defense
o[ national independence and democratic freedoms, to raise the standard
of living, to carry through radical
land reforms and to overthrow the
rule of the monopolies who betray
the national interests.
The profound historic changes
and decisive switch in the balance of
forces in the international sphere in
favor of socialism and the tremendous growth of the power of attraction exerted by Socialist ideas among
the working class, working peasantry
and working intelligentsia create
more favorable conditions for the
victory of socialism.
The forms of the transition of
socialism may vary for different
countries. The working class and
its vanguard-the Marxist-Leninist
party-seek to achieve the Socialist
ievolution by peaceful means. This
would accord with the interests of
the working class and the PeoPle
as a whole as well as with the national interests of the country.
Today in a number of caPitalist
countries the working class headed
by its vanguard has the opportunity,
giu.., , united working-class and

the people.

It

has this opportunity

while relying on the majority of
the people and decisively rebufiing
the opportunist elements incapablc
of relinquishing the policy of compromise with the capitalists and landlords. The working class then, can

defeat the reactionary, anti-popular
forces, secure a firm majority in par
liament, transform parliament front
an instrument serving the class interests of the bourgeoisie into an instru-

ment serving the working people,
launch a non-parliamentary mass
struggle, smash the resistance of the
reactionary forces and create the
necessary conditions for peaceful,
realization of the socialist revolution.

All this will

be possible only by

of
the class struggle of the workers,

broad and

ceaseless development

peasant masses and the urban middle

strata against big monopoly capital,
against reaction, for profound social
reforms, for peace and socialism.

In the event of the ruling

classes

resorting to violence against people,
the possibility of non-peaceful ffansition to socialism should be borne in
mind. Leninism teaches, and experience confirms, that the ruling classes
never relinquish power voluntarily.

jiopular front or other workable In this case the degree of bitterness
inrms of agreement and political co- and the forms of the class struggle,
operation between the diflerent par- will depend not so much on the protics and public organizations, to letariat as on the resistance put up
turritc a maiority of the PeoPle, to by the reactionary circles to the will
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of the overwhelming majority of the
people, on these circles using force
at one or another stage of the struggle for socialism.
The possibility of one or another
way to socialism depends on the
concrete conditions in each country.
In the struggle for better conditions for the working people, for
preservation and extension of democratic rights, winning and maintaining national indepcndence and peace
among nations, and also in the struggle foi winning power and building
socialism, the Communist Parties
seek cooperation with the Socialist
parties. Although the Right-Wing
Socialist Party leaders are doing
their best to hamper this cooPeration, there are increasing opportunities for cooperation between the
Communists and Socialists on many
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initiative of the broad masses and
their solidarity, for consolidating the
Socialist system and stepping up Socialist consuuction are the measures
taken in recent years by the Socialist
countries to expand Socialist democracy and encourage criticism and selfcriticism.

To bring about real solidarity of
the working class, of all working
people and the whole of progressive
mankind, of the freedom-loving and
peace-loving forces of the world, it

is

necessary above

all to

promote

the unity of the Communist and
Workers' Parties, to foster solidarity
between the Communist and Worh.

ers Parties of all countries. This
solidarity is the core of still greater
solidarity, it is the main guarantee
of the victory of the cause of the
working class.
The Communist and W'orkers'
issues. The ideological differences Parties have a particularly important
between the Communist and the So- responsibility with regard to the descialist parties should not keeP them tinies of the world Socialist system
from establishing unity of action on and the International Communist
the many pressing issues that con- movement. The Communist and
front the working-class movement' Workcrs' Parties represented at the
In the Socialist countries where rneeting declarc that they will tirethe working class is in Power, the lessly promote their unity and comCommunist and Workers' Parties radely cooperation with a view to
which have the opportunitY to es- further consolidating the commontablish close relations with the broad rvealth o{ Socialist states and in the
masses of the people should con- interests of the international workstantlv relv on them and make the ing-class movement, of peace and
building and defense of socialism socialism.
The meeting notes with satisfacthe cauie of millions who fully realize that they are masters of their tion that the International Commucountry. Of great imPortance for nist movement has grown, withenhancir-rg the activity and creative stood numerous serious trials and

won a number of major victories.
lly their deeds the Communists
have demonstrated to the working
pcople on a world-wide scale the
vitality of the Marxist-Leninist theory and their ability not only to prop
agate the great ideals of socialism,
but also to realize them in exceedingly strenuous conditions.
Like any progressive movement
in human societyr the Communist
movement is bound to encounter
difficulties and obstacles. However,
as in the past, no difficulties or oh.
stacles can change now, nor will
they be able to change in the futurc,
the objective laws governing historical progress or affect the determina-

tion of the working cltss to transform the old world and create a new
one. Ever since they began their
struggle, the Communists f,ave been
baited gnd persecuted by the reactionary forces, but thc Communist
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the U.S.S.R.; they have opened a new
stage in the world communist move-

ment and pushed ahead its further
development along Marxist-Leninist
lines. The results of the congresses
of the Communist Parties of China,
France, Italy and other countries in
recent dmes have clearly demonstrated the unity and solidarity of
the ,party ranks and their loyalty
to the principles of proletarian internationalism. This meeting of the
representatives of Communist and
Workers' Parties testifies to the interna.tional solidarity of the Communlst movement.
After exchanging views, the par.
trcrpants in the meeting arrived at
the conclusion that in present conditions it is expedient, besides bilateral meetings of leading personnel
and exchange of information, to hold,
as the need arises, more representa-

tive conferences of Communist and

all at- Workers' Parties to discuss current
tacks, emerging from the trials problems, share experience, study

movement heroically repels

stronger and more steeled. The
(lommunists, by further consolidating their unity, counter attempts by
the rcactionary imperialist forces to
l)rcvent human society from marching toward a new era.
Oontrary to the absurd assertions
o[ imperialism about a so-called crirtis of communism, the Communist
nl(,vement is growing and gathering
nr rcngth. The historic decisions of
the Twentieth Congress of the
(:,P.S.U. are of tremendous importunce, not only to the C.P.S.U. and
to thc building of communism in

each other's views and attitudes and
concert action in the joint struggle
for the common goals, peace, demLracy and socialism.

The participants in the

meeting

unanimously express their firm conl
fidence that, by closing their ranks

and thereby rallying "the working
class and the peoples of all coun-tries, the Communist and Workers,
Parties

in their

will

surmount all obstacles
onward movement and ac-

celerate further big victories for the
cause of peace, democracy and socialism.
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